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Brand's Peonies
FRENCH LILACS, CHOICE SEEDS
NEW FRUITS AND ORNAMENTALS

for Spring Planting

1937 BRAND PEONY FARMS, INC.
BOX 408 FARIBAULT, MINN.
Enjoy a Long Blooming Season

By Planting These 15 Varieties—All Select Varieties—Each a Brand Division

Beautiful Flowers from the Very Earliest to the Very Latest

Super-Early Collection—All Red

B Blooming very early, in continuous succession . . . these three varieties give you two whole weeks of Peony beauty AHEAD OF ALL THE OTHERS!

LACINIATA. The earliest Peony to bloom. A single. Brilliant vermilion-red. Great golden heart of stamens. Blooms with the early Tulips. Absolutely hardy. Unaffected by hard late frost. The foliage is heavily cut like that of the Fern Leaf Sumac. This variety was in full bloom on May 15th this season.

TENUIFOLIA PLENA. Next earliest to bloom. A double. Very brilliant crimson. Finely cut foliage, so much like that of the Cosmos. Every season we receive numerous requests for the name of this flower. Tenuifolia should always be carefully mulched the first winter after planting. Plant as early in the fall as practicable. Very scarce. We have but a small stock to spare this spring. This variety was in full bloom here in our fields on May 20th.

OFFICINALIS RUBRA. That large brilliant red Peony so often seen as a favorite in old gardens. In latitude of southern Minnesota it generally blooms by Decoration Day. It does not begin to pass out until just before the main crop of other Peonies appears. Officinalis Rubra is always in bloom here June 1st or before.

Fully two weeks preceding the early Chinese Peonies—Laciniata blooms first, then Tenuifolia, then Officinalis Rubra. Each remains till the next appears. The last of these remains to be succeeded by our early flowering collection.

If Purchased Separately a Total Value of $6.00. Collection Price, For All Three $5.00 Postpaid

Midseason Flowering Collection

1 Dark Pink, 1 Light Pink, 2 Red

SARAH BERNHARDT. A prize-winning Peony in every show room. Equally superb as a garden variety. Deep pink, tipped silver. Unusually large; delightfully fragrant.

GEORGIANA SHAYLOR. Light pink. We have always held that this is Mr. Shaylor’s greatest flower. If he had never produced another variety, this one alone would immortalize his name among Peony lovers.

MARY BRAND. No red Peony ever won favor so quickly. Always found among the winning reds in every show room. Color so distinct, it is easily recognized.

LORA DEXHEIMER. A brighter red than Mary Brand. A flaming crimson of beautiful form.

Regular Price $4.50 Collection Price $4.00 Postpaid

Late Flowering Collection

1 Red, 1 Light Pink, 1 Medium Pink, 1 Deep Pink

FELIX CROUSSE. A deep rose-red showing no stamens. Consists of a central bomb of incurved petals, surrounded by broad, prominent guard petals. A good all-purpose red.

GRANDIFLORA. A soft shell-pink and one of our latest Peonies to bloom.

LA PERLE. A clear medium pink with clear foliage. An excellent cut flower.

CLAIRE DUBOIS. Deep pink. Among hundreds of varieties, you occasionally find one Peony which, for all-around good qualities, excels all others. Such is Claire Dubois.

Regular Price $4.00 Collection Price $3.75

Early Flowering Collection

If you wish four excellent Peonies to brighten your garden early in the season, we suggest:


MONS. JULES ELIE. One of the world’s 26 best Peonies. Fragrant. A wonderful lilac-pink.

FESTIVA MAXIMA. A high rated old white and a most excellent variety.


All 4 varieties will be in bloom at the same time, but Richard Carvel will appear first.

Regular Price $4.00 Collection Price $3.75

These 4 Collections will give the longest possible blooming season of this flower and a whole season of Peony pleasure.

OUR EXTRA SPECIAL PRICE FOR EXTRA SELECT STOCK

$15.50 Postpaid
New Interest IN PEONIES

The fall Peony season has just closed and as we take inventory of the stock sold we find evidences of the growing interest in Peonies. Not only have we sold many more roots this season that we have for a number of years, but we find on the whole, that our customers have made more discriminating choices than ever before. We believe that visits to neighboring gardens, as well as attendance at flower shows, both local and national, have had an educating influence.

Even more pronounced has been the evidence we have seen of the growing interest in new and better Lilacs. We have never sold in any one year so many plants nor such fine varieties as left our packing room this fall.

We want to thank each one of our customers for his help in bringing us the good business we have enjoyed this season.

You will note from this catalog we offer not only many of the best Peonies and Lilacs but a number of additional articles that are especially adapted to spring planting. We are sure you will find our seeds of the very best varieties and quality. Our Glad bulbs are thrip free and our ornamental shrubs and trees are of excellent quality.

We hope our regular customers will have an order for us this spring and that our offerings will attract many new friends.

A. M. BRAND.

Instructions for Planting Peonies

If you are ready to plant your Peonies when they arrive, wash off all packing material and drop the roots into water. Just before planting, remove the labels so the wire will not cut the roots. Dig a hole 2 feet in diameter and from 1 to 1/2 feet deep. Place the Peony root in the hole so the eyes on the root are 2 inches below the level of the ground. It may be necessary to place more soil back into the hole in order not to have the eyes more than 2 inches below the level of the ground. Be sure the soil is tramped down well so it will not settle any more. Hold the division erect in the center of the hole with one hand, with the other draw in the soil and pack it firmly about the root so that just the eyes show. Give the root a pail of water and then fill in the balance of the hole and firm the soil tightly. Just as soon as the Peony appears above the ground, begin to cultivate at least twice each week until August 1st. By keeping the soil loose during the first growing season, there should be no loss.

BRAND PEONY FARMS, Inc.
A. M. BRAND, President
MYRTLE GENTRY, Sec'y-Treas.
Box 408
FARIBAULT, MINN.

This instructive book consisting of 64 pages is sent free with every order amounting to $5.00 or more. For this reason, we are not using valuable catalog space to give all the information on the Peony we feel our customers need. To those who do not purchase from us, we make a charge of 50c for the book. Order one and we feel sure you will not be disappointed with your purchase.
Our Red Peonies

All red, yet distinctly different. You will note in reading our descriptions that a great variety of shades of red are represented. Then, too, there is a difference in the blooming season. Some are early, some late, and a number of midseason varieties fill the gap. Choose your list according to your own personal taste and your individual needs.

COMMANDER
If you are looking for a late red Peony, here is an excellent one to purchase. After every other red is gone you can still go out and bring in fine flowers of this variety. The flower is large, high built, compact, and is a real solferino-red. It shows no stamens, being a true rose type.
A Brand Division $3.00

DAVID HARUM
The flowers are very large with prominent guard petals surrounding a great ball of closely packed petals of the same shade. The entire flower is an even shade of soft Tyrian rose. Here is another good red showing no stamens. The plant holds its stems erect and is a superior landscape variety, but it is also a very good show flower.
A Brand Division $1.00

FELIX CROUSSE
Another late deep rose-red showing no stamens. Richard Carvel and Felix Crousse are the same type. The center is a ball of incurved petals surrounded by broad, prominent guard petals. This variety is just passing its best when Commander begins to open. An old but a well liked and dependable flower. This variety keeps well in storage and for this reason it is a desirable commercial sort.
A Brand Division $1.00

MRS. BRYCE FONTAINE (New)
A very fine semi-rose red that we named about eight years ago for a charming Peony enthusiast who came from Memphis, Tennessee, to visit us during the blooming season that year. She liked this beautiful red better than any other she saw in our seedling patch, and we distinguished it from that time on by giving it her name. We have continued to propagate this variety and have watched it carefully over a period of fourteen years and we feel sure it is a real acquisition to the already named kinds in the red group. It is a flower of medium size, rich dark crimson in color, shows very little purple and comes into bloom early in midseason. As the petals break away from the closed bud one is deeply impressed by the intense richness of the flower. It is darker than Longfellow but not the color of Mons. Martin Cahuzac. It is a flower that has wonderful substance and lasts remarkably well as a cut flower. We had this variety on display in our show room and sold six plants to one customer. After our spring sales are over, we shall not offer this variety again for two years.
A Brand Division $10.00

JOHN L. CRENSHAW (New)
Another fine red coming into flower with the late varieties. When Baroness Schroeder is just passing its prime, this variety is at its best. This is a bright crimson-red unlike in color either Longfellow or Mary Brand. When the buds just begin to open, they might pass for a rich red rose. 'The three or four outer rows of petals are very large, broad, and symmetrically arranged. This flower has been admired in our seedling fields for the past ten years. We are dividing our stock again this fall and we are pleased to be able to offer a few roots for sale this season. The plant is of medium height, stems strong and erect, foliage narrow and dark green, and the blossom develops into fine size for a red. Not offered again for two years.
Each $10.00

KARL ROSENFELD
This is a brilliant and striking red. It comes into bloom early in midseason about four days later than Richard Carvel and in flower with Mary Brand. It is a prolific bloomer and for this reason it makes a desirable red to grow for commercial purposes.
A Brand Division $1.00

LONGFELLOW
The second highest rated red. Dependable both for cutting and garden decoration. Here is a bright crimson that does not fade in the sun or with age. It is a red that you can identify in any garden and one that is hard to beat in the show room. The plant is tall with excellent foliage and strong stems. The flower is not large but it is a real red.
A Brand Division $1.50

LORA DEXHEIMER
Comes into bloom early in midseason with Longfellow. Color is an intense flaming crimson. The plant has good growing habits. From all parts of the country we get excellent reports of the wonderful qualities of this outstanding red.
A Brand Division $1.00

In this group of fine red Peonies you will find 3 varieties listed that were originated by A. M. Brand and offered for sale this summer. We have a few excellent roots of each variety for sale this spring and then it will be a period of two years before we will list them again. They are:

JOHN L. CRENSHAW
MRS. BRYCE FONTAINE
W. E. BLANCHETTE
White Peony

DR. CHRISTOPHER GRAHAM
PHILIPPE RIVOIRE
The highest rated red Peony rating 9.2 while Longfellow, the second highest, rates 9.0. Philippe Rivoire has the richest coloring of all red Peonies. It is a flower that is beautiful in form, fragrant, and void of stamens. The splendid growing habits of the plant, and the excellent characteristics of the flower, make it an unusually desirable variety.
A Brand Division $4.00

RICHARD CARVEL
A very early crimson coming at the same time and having the same form as that fine old pink variety, Mons Jules Elie. Because of its early blooming habit, its large size, and its unusually fine fragrance, it has become a well established favorite both as a garden flower and a commercial cut-flower variety. A Brand Division $1.00

W. E. BLANCHETTE (New)
The firm of Brand has always been noted for its fine red Peonies. Longfellow, Mary Brand, Lora Dexheimer, Winnifred Domme, Richard Carvel, David Harum, and Charles McKellip are excellent varieties. Among the three reds that we are introducing this year is this superb variety, W. E. Blanchette, a rich deep crimson. It is of immense size, the largest red we know of. It is of a loose, semi-rose type with immense broad petals arranged in symmetrical form like the petals of a beautiful rose. It is so large and of such beautiful form that it catches the eye instantly in the field. It develops nicely inside as a show flower and holds up well over a period of a number of days. We believe anyone who purchases this fine red will be more than pleased with it. Not offered again for two years. Each $10.00

TENUIFOLIA FLORA PLENA
The Fern-Leaf Peony
The earliest double to bloom. In bloom with us around May 20th. Very brilliant crimson. Finely cut foliage, so much like that of the Cosmos. Every season we receive numerous requests for the name of this flower. Tenuifolia should always be carefully mulched the first winter after planting. Very scarce. Few growers are able to list it. A Brand Division $3.00

White Peonies

ALSACE-LORRAINE
This is a late mid-season, rich creamy white, with a suggestion of brownish yellow at the base of the petals similar to Solange. The petals are rounded and cupped at the tips, of a waxy texture, symmetrically arranged. The plant is of medium height with clean scant foliage.
A Brand Division $1.50

ARGENTINE
A fragrant, late mid-season globular creamy white, with symmetrically arranged petals of splendid substance. This is one of the late introductions of Lemoine and we feel it has a promising future.
A Brand Division $3.50

BALL O’ COTTON
This Peony is well named, truly a ball of cotton. It is a large, late mid-season, fragrant white. The incurved petals form a large compact white ball. A trace of crimson appears on a few petals and there is a faint lemon tint in the center when the flower is fully open. The plant is of medium height with strong stems and good foliage.
A Brand Division $2.00

DR. CHRISTOPHER GRAHAM (New)
This variety was named for Dr. Graham, who was so long identified with the early history of the Mayo Clinic at Rochester, Minnesota. Here is a large late white in season with Marie Lemoine. It is a rich creamy white absolutely void of stamens. The plant is tall, with medium green foliage and strong stems. The flower is large, loosely built, with large guard petals enclosing a center of smaller lacy petals. There is an occasional trace of carmine on a petal, but not flecked like Festiva Maxima. The general appearance of this late flower is that of a large, very creamy white, the Kelway’s Glorious type. We consider this a real acquisition to our short list of good late whites. It is absolutely a first class variety and also a late variety. It is a loose type and will open well. Not offered again for two years.
A Brand Division $10.00

DUCHESS DE NEMOURS
A very early, fragrant, creamy white. The guard petals are white with a full center of light canary-yellow, deepening to pale green at the base. An excellent garden variety.
A Brand Division $1.00

REMEMBER!
Remember our prices call for BRAND DIVISIONS, a root that will give you bloom this season; a root that has been carefully handled, a root that will prove true to name, a root that will bring pleasure to you year after year.
E. B. BROWNING
A very late white coming into bloom with Marie Lemoine. The buds of this variety are often as large as the entire blooms of other fair- sized Peonies. The bud opens slowly, and as the petals unfold, a delicate pink coloring appears; the inner surface of the petals being washed with the most delicate pinkish candy. The perfume of the flowers is strong and sweet. The variety is so late that it is seldom seen in Peony shows.

A Brand Division $1.50

FESTIVA MAXIMA
An early true rose type with broad guard petals surrounding a compact inner mass of rich white petals flecked crimson. This is a good early garden variety to use for cut-flowers, but as a rule, comes too early for a show flower.

A Brand Division $1.00

FRANCES WILLARD
Frances Willard is a very fine white which we believe gives universal satisfaction. It opens an exquisite blush-white, occasionally with a carmine touch, changing pure white. Usually found in the winning classes in every show room. Midseason, comes into bloom with Mary Brand. (A gorgeous Peony named for a great woman).

A Brand Division $1.50

JAMES KELWAY
This variety received a rating of 8.7 when the last symposium was taken, after 49 people had voted. This fact, alone, places it among the good varieties. The flower is very large, loose and semi-rose in type. It opens a rose-white changing to milk-white with base of the petals tinged yellow. The fragrance is strong and pleasing.

A Brand Division $1.00

JUBILEE
Very large, flat, ivory-white flowers. Petals long, narrow and loosely arranged, producing a very attractive feathery effect. Everyone familiar with Peonies knows that Jubilee is a fine flower. Its only defect is a weak stem, yet one can well afford to support such a beautiful flower.

A Brand Division $1.00

KELWAY'S GLORIOUS
Midseason. Although not as symmetrical as Le Cygne, we believe this wonderful variety is fully as good and deserves as high a rating. Immense blooms with very long petals, so arranged that the entire bloom resembles a great downy ball of the most exquisite, delicate, snow-white lace. For a Peony of great size, probably no other can exhibit such perfection of beauty.

A Brand Division $3.00

LAURA VORIES
A late midseason blush-white. Large, undulated guard petals surround a low, globular center of fine roselike form, which opens to disclose stamens in the depths; white with blush pink center, thread- like crimson edge on some of center petals, and a golden white suffusion in the collar; mildly fragrant. A beautifully formed flower.

A Brand Division $3.00

LORCH
The outer petals are very large, pure show-white, incurving over a pale lemon and cream center, with pale crimson tracings on edge of center petals. A truly splendid Peony.

A Brand Division $2.00

MARIE JACQUIN
A midseason flower with purest white guards; then a collar of yellow stamens surrounding a row of shorter pure white petals, then a tuft of yellow stamens, giving the flower a pronounced waterlily effect. One of the most dainty Peonies in the list. The stems are erect, a clean, light green, as is also the foliage. The flower is semidouble, held perfectly erect, and on young plants it often comes a beautiful single.

A Brand Division $1.00

MISS SAWAY
This variety opens a delicate flesh-pink with a creamy white collar of smaller petals irregularly notched, which gives the bloom a dainty, lacy appearance. It has a sweet fragrance and is in every way a most desirable flower.

A Brand Division $2.00

MME. ÉMILE LEMOINE
A rare, beautiful white; a strong grower, free bloomer. Flowers very large, uniform in shape and size. Plant rather tall with strong, erect stems. Bloom is very perfect in form, with large, rounded roselike petals of a tender glossy white, overlaid with a sheen of delicate satiny pink, covered with tiny dots of deeper pink. Petals of great substance.

A Brand Division $1.00

MRS. EDWARD HARDING
A very handsome midseason white, illuminated by many golden stamens hidden under the petals. The plant is of medium height; free-flowering; with stiff stems, and excellent foliage.

A Brand Division $2.00

MRS. FRANK BEACH
Ivory-white. A very large, flat, perfect rose type flower with long, narrow, lacinated petals of the same lacy effect as in Jubilee. Blooms equally large as Jubilee but borne finely erect on rather dwarf plants with very strong stems. Much as we admire Jubilee, it is handicapped by a weak stem. Mrs. Frank Beach is a glorified Jubilee. Deep cream, it fades but little when developed in the field. Like Le Cygne, this variety develops a flower true to type even on a yearling. Blooms profusely as a two-year-old. Received an Award of Merit, American Peony Society, London, Ontario, 1922. Late midseason. Sweetly fragrant.

A Brand Division $3.00

MRS. J. V. ELDUND
This large pure white Peony created a sensation at the National Show at Toronto this year, where it tied with Hansina Brand for the best flower in the Show. When the 16 judges voted the tie off, it won and became the sweeps of the Show. It was also awarded the Gold Medal of the Society at the Chicago National Show, 1935. Large, pure white of exquisite form. We have 3 roots only to sell. Two small roots @ $10.00 each.

2 Brand Divisions $15.00

NINA SECOR
A midseason pure white, with yellow glow in depths. The petals are smooth and firm and sometimes show a crimson edge on a few central petals. This is a flower of glorious form, but needs to be disbudded to bring it to exhibition size.

A Brand Division $2.00

NYMPHAEA
Large flat flowers with wide, silky petals of delicate creamy white, notched at tips, edges somewhat rolled; yellow stamens in center reflect a golden light throughout. Fragrant. Early midseason. Mindful of a Waterlily only much larger and more beautiful than any Waterlily we have ever seen. Very refined; a real addition to our growing list of good Peonies. More semi-double than rose type.

A Brand Division $1.50

REV. H. TRAGITT
White. Very large, of true rose type. Great blooms of the most perfect form resemble large balls of snow. The dwarf plants with strong stems hold the great white blooms erect. Very sturdy, even growth. Planted in rows, they present a remarkable sight when in bloom. So profuse, the blooms cover the whole plant with a solid mass of white. Usually pure white, yet occasionally a faint trace of red shows on an inner petal. Globular in form; great broad snow-white petals of great substance. This variety resembles Le Cygne but it is late while Le Cygne is early.

A Brand Division $3.00

De not hesitate to plant our Brand Divisions this spring. Give your roots the benefit of a summer’s growth. Our roots are most excellent Brand Divisions and if planted by May 1st will give bloom this same summer.

[Image: Frances Willard, White]
Many Shades of Pink Peonies

Not a Poor Variety in the List

BLANCHE KING
Deep pink. Peony lovers have been constantly searching for a good deep, late pink. We have now found this flower in Blanche King. This new variety is of wonderful size, symmetrical, and of true rose type. It is a glowing deep pink that holds its color in the field and also develops into a wonderful show flower. This variety was first exhibited at the National Peony Show held in London, Ont., Canada, in 1922. Here it received an award of merit and attracted a great deal of attention. At the late St. Paul Show it was awarded the prize for the best flower at the show and also won first in a class of twenty best dark pinks. One of the latest to bloom.
A Brand Division $4.00

CLAIRE DUBOIS
A late flower of immense globular form, with long incurved petals of a uniform shade of clear violet-rose, tipped silvery white. It has that same wonderful attractiveness possessed by Mons. Jules Elie. They are much the same in color but Claire Dubois is late where Mons. Jules Elie is early. The best cut flower of its color in its season.
A Brand Division $1.00

EDULIS SUPERBA
This is the first good early deep pink. It sometimes opens for Decoration Day with us in Minnesota. The flowers are large, borne profusely on tall, strong stems. A loose, crown type flower, of a beautiful deep pink. One of the greatest of all cut flowers in its color and season. The flower deserves a much higher rating and should be planted because of its earliness and general good qualities.
A Brand Division $1.00

ELLA CHRISTIANSEN
Although not so deep a pink as Blanche King, Ella Christiansen is so distinct from the delicate pinks in coloring as to be a real acquisition. The flower is exceedingly large, both on the plant in the field and when handled as a cut flower. As a bloomer, it is probably the most profuse of this exclusive list. Petals are long, narrow, and heavily serrated on the edges. The flower first opens cup-shaped, then flat. Irresistibly appealing—Ella Christiansen receives the unbounded praise of every visitor.
A Brand Division $3.00

EUGENIE VERDIER
An ideal pink variety, coming into bloom early midseason. Semi-rose type. Opens a fresh delicate hydrangea-pink with primary petals lighter, and the center of flushed crimson. Fragrant and very desirable.
A Brand Division $1.00

GEORGIANA SHAYLOR
A large, late midseason light rose-pink. Fragrance pleasing; plant medium height; floriferous; good stems and foliage. If Mr. Shaylor had never produced another Peony, this one alone would immortalize his name among Peony lovers. Exceptionally fine for garden decoration and cutting and also a great exhibition flower.
A Brand Division $1.50

EVANGELINE NEWHALL (New)
A late, very large pink. The petals are very long and broad and the edges are both scalloped and ruffled. The flower has variations of deeper pink running throughout the petals. This variety is semi-rose in type but not so loose a type as the semi-rose, Phyllis Kelway. This variety was named fully ten years ago but we have never offered it for sale until this past fall. It was named in honor of Mrs. C. W. Newhall, whose husband has been for many years headmaster of Shattuck Military School, located in our city. Will not be offered again for two years. Each $10.00

GRANDIFLORA
A very large flower of true rose type; in form, one of the most beautiful of all Peonies. Even from a distance, this flower arrests attention. Rather flat bloom, very large, with a graceful and beautiful arrangement of petals. Soft shell-pink, shading to white with shadings of rose. Very late. When one thinks the Peony season ended, he can still cut fine blooms of Grandiflora.
A Brand Division $1.00

Hazel Kinney
I can still remember this beautiful flower as it appeared on the plant the first time. The form was so superb and the color so pure; it impressed us at once as a flower of great promise, which it since has proved. A great show flower when displayed alongside the very best. True rose type. Color a delicate clear hydrangea-pink. Medium height plant; clean, light green foliage; late midseason; a prolific bloomer.
A Brand Division $2.00

HENRY AVERY
Light pink. A late midseason variety. Guards and center petals a bright light pink. Between the guard and center petals is a very distinct collar, from an inch to an inch and a half wide, of creamy yellow petals. This is a handsome Peony, making a fine garden variety as well as a striking show variety.
A Brand Division $1.00

JUDGE BERRY
This is a fine delicate pink coming into bloom with that very early deep pink, Edulis Superba. Its attractive, large, flat flowers are of excellent color and texture. Coming at the beginning of the Peony season, when most varieties are of small size or medium size, this immense flower has a peculiar distinction, and will be wanted by every Peony buyer who wishes a really good early light pink.
A Brand Division $1.00

KATHARINE HAVEMEYER
Originator's description: "Large, rose type, flesh-pink in color; guard petals broad and rounded, somewhat notched at the ends; center petals narrow and fringed. Full, high center. Sweet fragrance. Midseason to late. Honorable Mention, American Peony Society, London, Ontario, 1922." Of all of Thurlow's Peonies, which we regard very highly, Katharine Havemeyer is one of the best.
A Brand Division $2.00

Yellow Peonies

We have just three varieties to offer under the above heading.

FANNY CROSBY
An early yellow Peony with pink guard petals that is growing in favor more each year as it becomes better known. The plant is strong, thurty, and very floriferous. The buds come into bloom with the main flower and if left on the plant they make a wonderful showing.
A Brand Division $1.50

LAURA DESSERT
The flower is round, of rose type. Guard petals creamy white, enclosing a domed-like center of pure canary-yellow. Like Fanny Crosby, the plant is an upright grower, holding blossoms erect for good landscape value. Like all yellows, it must be developed inside away from the sun to preserve its color. Early midseason. We have very few roots of Laura Desert to offer this spring. 2-5 eye divisions at $2.00.
A Brand Division $3.00

PRIMEVERE
A fine yellow Peony. Guard petals creamy white, enclosing a central ball of sulphur-yellow. If cut in the bud, as it begins to open, so the flower may develop away from the sun, it will hold a clear yellow color; very beautiful.
A Brand Division $1.50
LADY ALEXANDRA DUFF
One of the largest and most beautiful of all Peonies. An immense, loosely built flower with great broad rounded petals. A pale blush pink, fading to white, with yellow stamens. When not disbudded, the central flower is loosely double, of a rather flattened, circular form; central petals touched with carmine. A beautifully formed flower; sweet scented. Very floriferous. Very showy. Opening on the central flower, the side flowers come semi-double, saucer-shaped, showing stamens.
A Brand Division $1.00

LA FEE
A scarce variety, seldom seen in any garden. Plants tall with few stalks to the plant. Long, narrow, sharply pointed foliage. Flowers very large, loosely built, with long narrow petals sharply notched at the edges. Guards mauve-rose. Collar creamy white. A beautiful motting of different shades of pink. Strikingly beautiful, both in the field and show room.
A Brand Division $2.00

LAVENERE CHRISTMAN
A very large pink of varied shadings. The plant is tall and a vigorous grower. This variety received an Award of Merit at St. Paul, Minnesota, in the National Show held during 1923. Very late. Because of scarcity of stock we have been unable to offer this beautiful variety for several years. But with a nice stock again built up we can send out some fine roots. This was one of our most attractive show flowers the past season.
A Brand Division $5.00

LILLIAN GUMM
Late midseason. A new flower of outstanding qualities, good enough to be repeatedly singled out from hundreds of varieties in the field. Very large, globular in form, rose type, with great broad petals, and a cupped center. Color uniform apple-blossom-pink with more brilliant shadings at the base of the petals.
A Brand Division $2.00

LOVELINESS
Very late. Produces very large, flat hydrangea-pink flowers; blooms of wonderful beauty. It is Hollis’ best Peony. Plants tall with heavy foliage and stems strong enough to hold the immense blooms erect. The flowers, a uniform shade of pink, make wonderful show flowers.
A Brand Division $1.00

LUETTA PFEIFFER
Very large, semi-double, pinkish white. Foliage, large and clean; stems long and stout. Immense blooms are produced in great profusion. Petals are long, broad, of great substance; a pure hydrangea pink interspersed with golden stamens and some splashes of red. Blooms early.
A Brand Division $1.00

MONS. JULES ELIE
One of the largest, most beautiful Peonies; in fact, the largest of the globe type varieties. An immense self-colored flesh-pink, shading a trifle deeper toward the base of petals. Great prominent broad guard petals enclose an immense ball of incurved narrow petals of the same color, all covered with an intense silvery sheen.
A Brand Division $1.00

MARTHA BULLOCH
Very tall, very large, late. One of the greatest of all Peonies. We must judge Peonies not alone by individual taste but by performance over a long period. The great Peonies receive the awards at the large shows. The Northwest Peony Show is staged alternate years in St. Paul and Minneapolis. Outside of the National Show, it is the largest Peony Show in America, taken year after year. Here Peonies of all varieties are shown at their best by expert showmen. The class that brings out the best flowers is the class that calls for ten vases, one of each of ten varieties, three bloomers in each vase. Into this class go the ten best vases of each exhibitor. Martha Bulloch is almost invariably in the exhibit that wins first. Bright old-rose-pink; center of lighter rose, and pink. Roselike fragrance. Tall, straight stems. Immense blooms. The most beautiful Peony of its size.
A Brand Division $2.00

MRS. DEANE FUNK
Large and peculiarly beautiful in formation. The broad guards and half of the petals turn outward, gracefully downward, then up. Next is a distinct band of golden stamens as in Phyllis Kelway. Lighting up the entire flower, these stamens enclose a rosebud, cup-shaped center of large incurving petals. Color a Walter Faxon pink. Magnificent in the show room. One of the finest of all Peonies for use in decorative work such as the making up of large vases, etc.
A Brand Division $2.00

MRS. ROMAINE B. WARE
This variety was selected from the seed bed because of its striking beauty of form. True rosebud effect in the center, the petals radiating in peculiar fashion to give a pleasing effect to the entire bloom. Returning from the National Show at Boston, I stopped with my good friend Harry F. Little. Mrs. Romaine B. Ware was in full bloom. Of this wonderful flower Mr. Little said, “I think this one of the daintiest of all Peonies in its perfect beauty.” Exquisitely delicate; medium size rose type. Medium height plant; profuse bloomer; midseason. Fragrant.
A Brand Division $2.00

MYRTLE GENTRY
A plant of splendid growth and clean appearance holds the beautiful great flower erect and well above the foliage. Immense flowers of perfect rose form with great broad, nicely rounded petals of wonderful substance. Color beautiful pink with tints of flesh and salmon. While all of these new Peonies have a pleasing odor, this one is the sweetest: the fragrance of a Tea Rose. Awarded Silver Medal at St. Paul Show in 1923.
A Brand Division $3.00

OFFICINALIS ROSEA
This Peony is the same type Peony as Officinalis Rubra but differs from it in color. Where Rubra is a deep red this is a deep pink.
A Brand Division $1.00

PHYLIS KELWAY
Very large, loosely built, the most exquisite beauty. Color deep lavender-flesh with long rays of lighter lavender playing the length of the petals through the deeper colors. A row of broad petals surrounds a loosely built cup-shaped center of long, narrow petals intermingled with conspicuous yellow stamens. Long, stiff stems hold blossoms erect—a gorgeous beauty in the rays of sunlight—one of the most brilliant and striking Peonies in the list.
A Brand Division $2.00

L. W. POLLOCK
(Tone 1—Rich Tyrian Rose). We have long sought for a real deep self-colored pink. There are many good light pinks but when you look for dark pinks that will cover an entire blooming season, it is impossible to find flowers of exceptional quality that will compare with our best whites and light pinks. This variety is a true self color deep Tyrian rose. It is as distinct among the deep pinks as Walter Faxon is among the light pinks. The plant is of medium height, very thrifty, light green foliage, and good strong stems. It is a true rose type. The flower does not fade in the field. Here is a very fine field flower and also a good show flower. It is a large flower of exceptional merit. This is a new variety and we have just three roots to offer this spring. It will be 2 years before you will see this variety again listed in our catalog.
Each $10.00

MRS. M. S. BEEBE
A very large, very long, late. The most beautiful Peony of its size and shade of pink. One of the finest. A true rose type, very long, very fine, of deep color. The petals all in excellent condition, heavy foliage, stems strong enough to hold the immense bloom erect.
A Brand Division $2.00

PHYLLIS KELWAY
Here is a very fine field flower and also a good show flower. It is a large flower of exceptional merit. This is a new variety and we have just three roots to offer this spring. It will be 2 years before you will see this variety again listed in our catalog.
Each $10.00
PRESIDENT COOLIDGE

Too new to be rated. Pink. Large, beautiful flowers; a rather uniform lavender-pink. Irregular petals in unique irregular formation. The prominent guards stand out from the rest of the flower; very attractive from a distance. The entire flower is climaxed by a striking rosebud effect. Blooms carried well above the foliage on strong stems. A late Peony, remarkable both as a show flower and landscape variety.

A Brand Division $3.00

REINE HORTENSE

A show flower usually found in the winning classes. Sometimes sold under the name of President Taft. Tall growing, it produces lots of large perfectly formed flowers on long, stiff stems. Color a uniform lavender-pink. Irregular petals in unique irregular formation. The prominent guards stand out from the rest of the flower; very beautiful—a Peony masterpiece.

A Brand Division $1.00

ROSAMOND GRANT

This lovely pink seedling was named fully two years ago, but we have never been able to list it in our catalog. This variety was displayed in large vases in our show room last summer. We received many orders for it which we filled in the fall. We have five most excellent roots to offer this spring. It is a late midseason deep salmon-pink. The plant is thrifty and blooms profusely. This is another variety that we cannot offer again for two years.

A Brand Division $10.00

SILVIA SAUNDERS

A beautiful little flower reminiscent of a semi-double wild prairie rose. Semi-double blooms open out flat, slightly cupped. Around the edge is a double row of wide rounded rose colored petals which in turn surround a central cluster of short stamens with delicate light green carpels, tipped bright pink. Delicately beautiful—a Peony masterpiece.

A Brand Division $5.00

SOUVENIR DE LOUIS BIGOT

Salmon-pink. Color a brilliant rose, slightly tinted carmine at the base, turning to a salmon-pink. Resembles Walter Faxon in color but stands up much better in the field.

A Brand Division $2.00

THERESE

Very large; somewhat loosely built; long, narrow, pointed petals. Plant of medium height with strong stems. Usually produces large typical flowers, even on 1-year plants, if they are allowed to bloom. Early midseason pink, fading toward the center, and illuminated by a golden yellow glow in the depths. A supreme flower for exhibition purposes.

A Brand Division $2.00

TOURANGELE

Pink. Rose type; late midseason; a vigorous grower, bearing large high-budded flowers with cupped centers. Color delicate pearly white, suffused with shades of delicate salmon and La France rose. Has a weak stem but the coloring is unusual and superb.

A Brand Division $1.50

WALTER FAXON

A remarkable flower, at its best in the show room. Cut in the bud, held in a dark cool room for a day or two, then brought into the light, it develops as a flower of wonderful coloring and exquisite beauty. Color the most vivid of all pinks, the other "real pink" as someone has said. To anyone acquainted with its color, a mere glance over the show room will disclose every vase of this beautiful flower. Flowers medium size, attractive in form. In the fields it does not hold up as well as Souv. de Louis Bigot, to which it is similar in color. Unique for show purposes or home decoration.

A Brand Division $2.00

EVANGELINE NEWHALL, ROSAMOND GRANT, and L. W. POLLOCK are outstanding new varieties. When the spring season is over, we cannot offer these again for two years.

Order now.

Japanese Peonies

AKASHIGATA

Bright rose. A new Japanese variety not yet rated. After growing it for several years, we consider it very satisfactory. Guard petals a bright rose, surrounding a heavy center of filamental petals of bright pink bordered with gold.

A Brand Division $1.50

ALMA

A midseason light pink, darker at the edges and in the middle of the petals, paling to white at base; center of greenish yellow carpels. Of medium height, strong stems, and good foliage.

A Brand Division $1.00

FUYAJO

The highest rated dark Japanese Peony. Rich, dark, mahogany-red petals surround a full center of broad petaloids of the same dark rich color as the outer petals.

A Brand Division $2.00

KING OF ENGLAND

A rich uniform shade of deep red. Large, uniformly rounded petals of great substance. Center a large tuft of long, self colored petaloids, prominently edged with gold.

A Brand Division $1.50

RASHOOMON

One of the best of the Japanese varieties for landscape planting, because of the clean beautiful appearance of the plant itself. Large blossoms. Color a deep rose-red. Center prominent cream-yellow.

A Brand Division $2.00

TAIHO

A delicate pink with broad guard petals, surrounding a prominent central tuft of creamy staminodes.

A Brand Division $1.00

TOKIO

A very large, midseason rose-pink. The center is composed of large, loose staminodes, narrow at the base with wide tips tinged pale yellow and stamened pink on the upper half; carpels green, with pale pink tips. A tall variety with strong, stiff stems.

A Brand Division $3.00

Toro-No-Maki

One of the finest of all the Japanese Peonies. It comes into bloom midseason. A double row of lilac-white guard petals surrounds a center of amber-yellow. A very striking variety in the field and as a cut flower.

A Brand Division $4.00
**Single Peonies**

**LACINIATA**
Bright scarlet. If you wish a Peony that will give you bloom about two weeks earlier than Officinalis Rubra, you must have this variety. It comes with bloom a few days earlier than the finely cut-foliaged Peony, Tenuifolia, but is distinctly different from the Chinensis varieties. It is not so hard to propagate as Tenuifolia, and we feel that it is just as satisfactory. Of no value as a cut flower but brings color to the garden very early in the season.

A Brand Division $2.00

**L'ETINCELANTE**
Dark pink. Very large flowers decidedly cup-shaped; great broad petals of deep bright pink, heavily margined with silver; a large center of bright yellow stamens.

A Brand Division $1.50

**MELLEN KNIGHT**
Red. Tall, straight growing; strong enough to hold the flowers well up. Petals long, narrow, and evenly rounded on the edges, giving a beautiful effect both at close examination and from a distance. Color a bright rich crimson. Extra good.

A Brand Division $1.00

**PRESIDENT LINCOLN**
Too new to be rated. The great red single. Of the many single reds that we have tested out, this is unquestionably the best. A tall variety with strong, stout stems. Flowers large for a single, held straight up. Two rows of brilliant red petals, of most perfect form and the greatest substance, surround a very striking center of rich yellow stamens. Holds its color well in the sun.

A Brand Division $5.00

**PRIDE OF LANGPORT**
Pink. An immense flower of brilliant, soft peach-pink. Wonderfully beautiful; retains its color in the sun almost a week after it opens; the finest light single.

A Brand Division $3.00

**TENUIFOLIA SIMPLEX**
This is the single form of the Fern Leaf Peony. The flower is a brilliant single red consisting of one row of petals surrounding a bright center of yellow stamens. The foliage is very finely cut and the plant is attractive all through the summer. This variety, the single, is very hardy, and will stand up through the winter in very trying locations where the double form might not.

A Brand Division $1.00

**WATTEAU**
Not yet rated. White. Large, snow-white guard petals. Center flesh with a mass of golden stamens. Resembles Albuflora, the Bride, but comes into bloom much later.

A Brand Division $2.00

---

**NEW SINGLE PEONIES**

Last fall we listed six of our new 1936 singles at $5.00 each. We made a special offer of all six for $18.00. This spring we have too few of each variety to list. If you are interested in these new singles, refer to our last fall's catalog or if you do not have a copy, send for one. Our fall offer still holds good as long as our stock lasts. We shall be unable to offer these again for a period of two years.

---

**Choice Peonies on Hand at the Close of the Season**

In the fall when we dig our Peonies and put them into storage for the spring orders, it is impossible to rightly estimate just how many of each variety to store. So at the close of the selling season in the spring we often have quite a list of choice varieties on hand in small lots. Rather than plant these out, we prefer to make quite a sacrifice in price.

Then when we took inventory of the varieties we had to offer in our spring catalog, we found we had a number of kinds in too small quantity to list in this book. To clear up every variety, we are pleased to offer:

3 Varieties, our selection, in 3- to 5-eye divisions, for $1.75, Postpaid.
6 Varieties, our selection, in 3- to 5-eye divisions, for $3.25, Postpaid.
10 Varieties, our selection, in 3- to 5-eye divisions, for $5.25, Postpaid.

**NOTE:** If you prefer all of one color, or you prefer a certain combination of colors, we shall be glad to fill your order as you wish it, so long as our stock holds out.

We can begin to fill orders from this list by April 15.
When we divided our stock for our spring sales, we separated our divisions into two sizes. Into one group we placed the unusually large, select divisions and into the other a good standard 3- to 5-eye division.

One each of the above three fine Peonies in the large, extra select stock, postpaid for $6.00

One each of the above in standard select, 3- to 5-eye divisions, postpaid for $5.25

All three Brand originations.
All three rating 9 or above.

Two Offers
1.—All three fine varieties below in unusually large, select divisions—divisions that will bloom for you yet this spring if planted early—divisions that will more than satisfy—postpaid for $6.50

2.—All three fine varieties below in select standard 3- to 5-eye divisions—postpaid for $5.50

Special Combination Offer
All 6 varieties illustrated in the large, extra select divisions, postpaid for $12.00

All 6 varieties in the standard 3- to 5-eye divisions, postpaid for $10.00

Another Fine Group of 3
1. PHILIPPE RIVOIRE
   The highest rated red.

2. MARIE JACQUIN
   Often called a fragrant white Water Lily.

3. WALTER FAXON
   The very best real salmon-pink.
BRAND'S NEW IMPROVED FRENCH LILACS

With Blossoms so Large and so Beautiful One can Hardly Imagine that They are Related to the Common Lilac

We have experimented with the propagation of the French Lilac for over 20 years to find how to grow it in a practical way so that even small growers may have discovered how to do this successfully. Before we were able to do this we never had any success with French Lilacs in the Minnesota climate. We have never had any trouble with our French Lilacs doing out since. A French Lilac must be on its own root to do well in a climate like that of Minnesota.

Growing an Improved Lilac on its own root is a slow process. It actually takes us 2 years longer to produce a Lilac of a given grade on its own root than it would take to produce the same grade on privet. Yet we insist on sending out only those Lilacs that will prove satisfactory, so our customers can depend upon receiving only genuine own-root plants.

We have a wonderful deep rich alluvial soil, the soil in which the Lilac revels. This contributes to strong thrifty tops with a large, well-balanced root system.

ADELAIDE DUNBAR. Semi-double. Opening blossoms are dark purplish red, changing to a brighter red as they open. The clusters are large and compound. One of the very darkest reds in a shade that is unusually attractive. 2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $2.50.

ALPHONSE LAVALLEE. Blue. Double. Tall, robust growing; makes a beautiful light lavender. Very distinct color in Lilacs. If one wishes as near a blue as possible he will be pleased with this Lilac. 2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $2.50.

BELLE DE NANCY. Double, large, satiny rose, showing white towards the center. General color effect deep pink. One of the best pink Lilacs. 2 to 3 ft., $1.00; 3 to 4 ft., $1.50.

BERNARD CLAUDE. Semi-double. A beautiful clear mauve with deeper shadings toward red. One of the very choicest of the early hybrids; distinctly different; also the latest of this new line of Lilacs. Exceedingly pretty. 3 to 4 ft., $2.50; 4 to 5 ft., $3.50.

BUFFON. Single. One of the very earliest of the hybrids. Individual florets large and of fine substance. We think Buffon very choice. Color is a rich delicate mauve-pink of the finest quality. Panicles very large. Best single pink Lilac. 2 to 3 ft., $2.50; 4 to 5 ft., $3.50.

CHARLES JOLY. Double. Purple-red. One of the very best of the double dark reds. Bush medium both in size and height, limbs growing very upright. Rather large blooms, held erect well above the foliage, very striking. We consider this the best double red in our list. 2 to 3 ft., $1.00; 3 to 4 ft., $1.25.

CAPITANE BALTET. Enormous trusses of single flowers of the largest size. A uniform ruddy purple-lilac. A comparatively new variety that is yet not widely distributed, but which by Lilac connoisseurs is pronounced one of the Lemoine's best singles. 2 to 3 ft., $3.00.

CHARLES SARGENT. Double. Medium tall growing variety. Very shapely and vigorous plant. Color a beautiful light lavender. Very double flower with florets very full; long narrow pointed petals. 2 to 3 ft., $1.00; 3 to 4 ft., $1.25.

CHARLES X. Single. One of the older varieties that is still in great demand because of its profuse blooming qualities and also because it is one of the very best of all for cut flowers. A blush violet-red. 2 to 3 ft., $1.00; 3 to 4 ft., $1.50.

CLAUDE BERNARD (Giraldi Hybrid). One of the tallest growing of this new hybrid Lilacs. Very large panicles of lacy light pink flowers. Blooms 6 days ahead of the regular season. 5 to 6 ft., $5.00.

CONDORCET. This Double. Purple-red. One of the very best of the blue Lilacs. The panicles are very broad and compact. The color is a clear rich light blue. If one wishes as near as blue as possible he will be pleased with Condorcet. 2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $3.50; 4 to 5 ft., select, $5.00.

DECAISNE. Single. We think a great deal of this Lilac. It is most refined in every way. Nice bush with clean foliage; large panicles very nicely formed, and many of them. A very delicate true rich blue. Rated by many as the best. 2 to 3 ft., $3.50; 3 to 4 ft., $5.00.

DE MIRABEL. Single. Dark bluish violet. This is by far the darkest of all our Lilacs and was admired by everyone who saw it because of its being so distinct from all others. It is one of the choicest things in the entire line. Panicles rather slender, long, compact, and upright. This is one blue you should really have. 2 to 3 ft., $5.00.

DE SAUSSURE. Double. Medium sized, compact, slender spike. Buds open deep wine-red with touches of white on the points of the petals, giving the bloom an interesting effect. As the flower develops it fades to a deep rose color. 2 to 3 ft., $1.50; 3 to 4 ft., $2.00.

DESCARTES. Single. A very pretty early bloomer in the Giraldi group. Most desirable where a not too tall growing Lilac of this type is desired. A fine pinkish lavender Lilac. 3 to 4 ft., $3.00; 3 to 6 ft., $5.00.

DOYEN KETELEER. Double. One of the most profuse blooming of all our Lilacs. A very large panicle, very full and compact. The color, a bluish mauve. 3 to 4 ft., $1.50; 4 to 5 ft., $2.50.

EDITH CAVELL. A very showy, pure milk-white; buds suffused cream and pale sulphur. Panicles exquisitely large and of fine substance. This Lilac is as large and as fine as Miss Ellen Willmott, but is a different type of flower. Ellen Willmott is more compact and perfect in form while the panicle of Edith Cavell is a trifle more open and more lace-like in effect, and it is also earlier. Every fine collection should have both. 2 to 3 ft., $3.00; 3 to 4 ft., $4.00; 4 to 5 ft., $5.00.

EDMOND ABOUT. Double. A bush of large, strong heavy foliage. Large panicles with large florets. Reverse of petals blue, fading to lavender as bloom opens. Very choice. 2 to 3 ft., $2.00.

GENERAL PERSHING. Double. An intense rich purple-violet, with very long panicles held erect and showing well without the foliage. An extremely showy Lilac and one of the best of the recent introductions from Lemoine. 2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $5.00; 4 to 5 ft., $5.00.

GEORGES BELLAIR. Double. Large, compact, well-formed truss. A beautiful shade of creamy white with distinct markings of vivid bright pink which makes a most beautiful effect. Very distinct and outstanding. This is not the true Georges Bellair, which is a purple, but is the name under which we first bought. The real one is 2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $3.00; 4 to 5 ft., extra select, $5.00.

GRACE ORTHWAITE. Single. A very fine single bright pink of our own origin. Plant very thrifty and covered with medium-sized trusses of an intense pink. A real pink. 2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $3.00.

GEHEIMRAT SINGLEMARK. Single. A very deep metallic blue. A distinct color in Lilacs. If you are looking for an unusual color in Lilacs here is one. 2 to 3 ft., $1.00; 3 to 4 ft., $1.50.

HENRI MARTIN. Double. Extremely long, graceful panicles. Beautiful blue-lavender—a splendid new Lilac. Our show plants of Henri Martin are right by the path as we go from the office to the trial fields beyond. We pass it many times a day when it is in bloom and we always stop and marvel at the lovely form. 2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $3.00; 4 to 5 ft., $5.00.

HIPPOLYTE MARINGER. Double. A large to very large, light pinkish lavender Lilac; with immense dome-shaped trusses. The double florets as they open take on a flaky effect which gives to the great panicles a peculiarly lovely appearance. This is generally the largest of all the Lilacs. 3 to 4 ft., $3.00; 4 to 5 ft., $5.00.
French Lilacs

for
IMMEDIATE
Effect

In Extra Select 4 to 5 and
5 to 6 foot sizes

The Most Beautiful
Lilac Bushes Ever Seen

For those who wish to purchase French Lilacs for immediate effect, we have selected out as we were digging for storage this fall, an extra select lot of 4- to 5-foot and 5- to 6-foot bushes.

Every plant is a specimen with fine top and splendid roots. This is not old overgrown stock but is young stock of fine appearance, full of vitality and bound to please. Most of the bushes run strong 5 feet, with an occasional more thrifty growing sort that runs into the 5- to 6-foot grade.

These large bushes are in the following varieties and the offer holds good as to each variety offered as long as the stock of that variety lasts.

IN THE FOLLOWING VARIETIES ONLY:

Condorcet
Descartes
Edith Cavell
Geheimrat Singlemark
General Pershing
Georges Bellair
Grace Orthwoite
Henri Martin
Hippolyte Maringer
Jean Maca
Jules Simon
Katherine Havemeyer
Michael Buchner
Mirabeau
Miss Ellen Willmatt
Miss Florian Stepan
Olivier de Serres
Pascal
President Loubet
President Viger
President Poincare
Rene Jarry-Deslages
Stattgarter Rathples
Vestale
Waldeck-Rousseau

Each $5.00
Any 3 for $12.50; any 6 for $24.00
Any 12 for $40.00
Any 100 for $300.00
JACQUES CALOT. Single. Here is one of the most pleasing and satisfactory of the all-pink Lilacs. Always a very heavy bloomer, the bush literally covered with fair sized, nicely shaped panicles composed of florets of great size. A different shade of pink from Grace Orthwaite. 
2 to 3 ft., $1.50; 3 to 4 ft., $2.00.

JAN VAN TOL. Single. An extremely fine new single white. Panicles of most beautiful form and size. One of the largest single white Lilacs ever found in a single white; very sweet scented. 
2 to 3 ft., $3.00.

JEAN MACE. Double. Blush mauve. Very pretty Lilac. A tremendous bloomer. Immense full panicles. It just seems as though there couldn't be another floret crowded in. Very thrifty bush that grows erect and shapely, and is very ornamental even after the blooms are gone. 
2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $3.50; extra select, 4 to 5 ft., $5.00.

JULES SIMON. Double. Immense flower. 

PRESIDENT LOUBET. Double. One of the very choicest. Medium height plant. Panicles appear rather small just as the florets begin to open but they slowly develop as the florets continue to open until they become immense. A bright red in the bud stage, but showing considerable white on the inner edge of the petals. One of the best. 
2 to 3 ft., $2.50; 3 to 4 ft., $3.50.

PRESIDENT POINCAIRE. Double. Very thrifty plant; grows into a large, heavy-dumbed bush. Panicles large to very large, globular, made up of many lobes. Petals very large, purplish red on outside, turning to lavender-blue as they open. An immense and impressive bloom. 
2 to 3 ft., $2.50; 3 to 4 ft., $4.50; extra select, 4 to 5 ft., $5.00.

PRESIDENT VIGER. Double. Tall, upright, shapely growing Lilac with long, rather narrow cone-shaped panicles held erect on the bush. Color purple tipped deep pink in the bud stage; turns mauve on maturity. 
2 to 3 ft., $1.50; 3 to 4 ft., $2.00; 
4 to 5 ft., $3.50; extra select, 4 to 5 ft., $5.00.

RENE JARRY-DESLOGES. Double. Shrub grows to medium height and is covered with medium sized blooms of a rich Lobelia-blue touched with mauve. This is one of the fine deep blue Lilacs where the color is very rich. 
2 to 3 ft., $2.50; 3 to 4 ft., $3.50.

REUMUR. Single. A remarkable Lilac, a flower the beauty of which grows upon you. The flowers appear of the greatest size as the truss is made up of several smaller ones all worked together so as to appear as one great bloom. Color a subdued rose-red. It keeps its color a long time and is a superb Lilac. Very choice. 
2 to 3 ft., $3.50; 3 to 4 ft., $5.00.

RUHN VON HORSTENSTEIN. Single. A Lilac that produces blooms of the greatest size even on small bushes set out but two years. It is an even toned light red-purple. 
2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $3.00.

ROTHOMAGENSIS. The deep rose-colored Persian Lilac. This is the best of all the Persian Lilacs. Blooms very profuse in nice medium-sized flowers in a deep rich rose. The Persian Lilacs are nicely adapted to grow close to a building and this one really effective against a white background. 
2 to 3 ft., $1.00; 3 to 4 ft., $1.25.

SENATEUR VOLLAND. Double. Very floriferous. A very pretty Lilac with a large bloom that is somewhat open. When in the bud the reverse of the petals shows a very distinct bright touch of pink which continues to show as the flowers open and gives a very dainty effect to the bloom. Center of florets pinkish-light violet. Quantity in its beauty. 
2 to 3 ft., $1.00; 3 to 4 ft., $1.50.

SOUV. DE LUDWIG SPAETH. Single. Red. Although one of the oldest of the improved Lilacs still it is one of the very best Lilacs grown. It seems impossible to get a red that has so many good, and so few bad qualities as the Swedish Lilac. Panicles long and held erect. Color a very rose-red, red much deeper in quantity in its beauty. 
2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $3.50; speciem, 4 to 5 ft., $5.00.

THUNBERG. Double. Very large, long, slender spikes, generally two to the panicle. Buds and reverse of florets a violet-mauve with a reddish appearance from a distance. Flores are large; open a light lilac, turning and turning as they open, so that the color of the bud is intermingled with that of the inside of the petals, making a very striking Lilac. 
2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $4.00.

VESTALE. Single. One of the best of the single white Lilacs. An upright growing bush with long, narrow, conical panicles which stand upright. This was our best single white this season. 
2 to 3 ft., $1.00; 3 to 4 ft., $1.50; select, 4 to 5 ft., $3.00.

WILLIAM ROBINSON. Double. Invariably well liked, always chosen as one of the best. Very compact panicles, almost round. Until recently Charles Joly has been our only good double red. We have in Statz-grown Turin, an American Lilac grown by Charles Joly. 
2 to 3 ft., $2.00; 3 to 4 ft., $3.50; select, 4 to 5 ft., $5.00.

VICTOR LEMOINE. We have finally come to the conclusion that the Lilac which for several years we have been offering under the name of Marcelin is Victor Lemoine. This is one of the most beautiful Lilacs we have ever known. The color is very deep, purplish red on outside, turning to lavender-blue as the florets open and gives a very dainty effect to the bloom. Center of florets pinkish-light violet. Quantity in its beauty. 
2 to 3 ft., $1.00; 3 to 4 ft., $1.25.

VICTOR LEMOINE. The original Lilac which we have finally come to the conclusion that the Lilac which for several years we have been offering under the name of Marcelin is Victor Lemoine. This is one of the most beautiful Lilacs we have ever known. The color is very deep, purplish red on outside, turning to lavender-blue as the florets open and gives a very dainty effect to the bloom. Center of florets pinkish-light violet. Quantity in its beauty. 
2 to 3 ft., $1.00; 3 to 4 ft., $1.25.

VILLON. Double. A new Lilac that is now showing up very fine. It is an American Lilac by Dunbar and is a rich clear blue. This is the blue Lilac which stood out so conspicuously in the great Lilac Show at Edinburgh last year. Very large, very much admired. 
12 to 18 ft., $3.00.

VILLOSA. Another excellent Lilac for large and small plantings. Grows into a large shrub, 10 feet high, with large, heavy, wavy leaves. Comes into bloom when other Lilacs are gone. Panicle large; flowers delicately pink. 
Strong, 2 to 3 ft., $1.00; 3 to 4 ft., $1.50; select, 4 to 5 ft., $3.00.
Chinese Elm

The Chinese Elm as a tree comes from the cold dry regions of Northern China and Southern Northeastern Siberia. It is consequently very hardy and a splendid tree for use in the drier portions of our country. Since its introduction but a few years ago it has gained a wonderful popularity and is now growing all over the United States. No new tree ever grew into popular favor so rapidly.

It is a beautiful tree with fine elm-like foliage which appears very early in the spring and remains long into the fall and until most other trees have dropped their leaves, at the same time taking on wonderfully rich tints of color. It is a very rapid growing tree and soon makes a large tree 60 ft. tall.

Naturally it limbs close to the ground and because of this fact and its dense limb growth it makes a wonderful windbreak tree. For windbreak purposes no other tree can be found that will compare with it.

Because of its rapid growth and its great beauty, it is especially adapted to street planting and for individual trees on the lawn.

Since the introduction of the Dutch Elm disease the chances are that our American Elm are doomed. The Chinese Elm is said to be immune from the Dutch Elm disease.

**Chinese Elm Prices**

Select Trees for ornamental planting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>Pair</th>
<th>Per 10</th>
<th>Per 50</th>
<th>Per 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 to 6 ft</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REGULAR GRADE—all nice trees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>Per 10</th>
<th>Per 25</th>
<th>Per 50</th>
<th>Per 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 to 3 ft</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 4 ft</td>
<td>$1.35</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 5 ft</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 6 ft</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chinese Elm Windbreak

The Chinese Elm has proven itself the greatest of all for windbreak trees. It is extremely hardy, especially hardy in dry parts of the country where windbreaks are most needed. Grows as fast as a Poplar and branches right to the ground. Many 5 to 6 ft. trees will reach 15 ft. in 2 years. We have an immense stock of well grown windbreak trees priced as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Per 50</th>
<th>Per 100</th>
<th>Per 500</th>
<th>Per 1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 to 12 inch</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 to 18 inch</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 24 inch</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 3 ft</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>36.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 4 ft</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>46.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 5 ft</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>42.00</td>
<td>80.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chinese Hedgewood

The Chinese Elm Grown Bushy for Hedge Purposes

It is found after thorough trial that the Chinese Elm makes one of the finest of hedges. Especially desirable for states of slight rainfall and where extreme hardiness is required.

The hedge limbs clear to the ground, is a bright rich green from very early in the spring, as it is much earlier than other hedges and carries its foliage, which colors with frost, way into the fall.

Trim same as privet or other similar hedges.

We believe Chinese Hedgewood is going to take the place of Privet as a hedge for the entire north part of the country.

Plant one foot apart.

**HEAVY SELECTED HEDGWOOD PLANTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>Per 10</th>
<th>Per 25</th>
<th>Per 50</th>
<th>Per 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 to 18 inch</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$2.85</td>
<td>$4.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 24 inch</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These lots postpaid for .15 .25 .45

**STANDARD HEDGWOOD PLANTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>Per 10</th>
<th>Per 25</th>
<th>Per 50</th>
<th>Per 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 to 18 inch</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 to 24 inch</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These lots postpaid for .20 .25

**CHINESE HEDGWOOD IS THE COMING HEDGE PLANT**

Have a hedge just as pretty, if not prettier, and different from that of your neighbor.
Specimen ORNAMENTAL TREES

We carry only a limited line of Ornamental Trees, but what we do carry are the very best in the grade quoted. If you wish nice trees to plant on your lawn or in front of your lot in the boulevard, send to us for them and we know our stock will please you.

MAPLE, Schweder

This is the beautiful red maple. The trees have the same beauty of growth that our native Hard Maple has. But in the spring from the time growth starts and for about six weeks the tree is absolutely red. One of our hardest and most beautiful trees. To grow a good Schweder Maple the limbs should be allowed to grow close to the ground. Have low limbs on the south side if possible to shade the trunk and save the tree from sun-scald. Nice 6-8 ft., $2.25; pair for $4.00; 8 to 10 ft., $2.50 each.

MOUNTAIN ASH, European

A fine ornamental tree for the lawn. Almost without pruning, it forms a magnificent, fairly dense, well-shaped head, covered from midsummer until midwinter with large clusters of beautiful scarlet berries—a brilliant color for the landscape. 6 to 8 ft. Fine trees, $2.00 each.

POPLAR, Bolleano (Silver Leaved)

Very similar in growing habit to the popular Lombardy and used in similar planting situations. A very desirable tree, growing in a graceful willow tree with beautiful dark maple-like leaves which are lined underneath with silver. Often used to fill out as corner background and to blot out high blank walls of neighboring buildings. Can be planted within 3 feet of a tall building and it will grow right up the side of it. Nice 5 to 6 ft. trees, $1.25; pair, $2.00; 6 for $5.50.

WEPPING WILLOW, Niobe Golden

The golden weeping willow, the most beautiful in that species, is very appropriate to use in cemetery planting. Splendid as a lawn tree, for planting near pools or along the banks of streams. A graceful weeping tree with deep rich golden bark on trunk and along the long slender weeping branches. Hardiest of all the weeping willows. Very beautiful in the winter time because of its rich yellow bark, which makes it very conspicuous. Absolutely hardy here in Minnesota.

Nic 5 to 6 ft. trees, $1.00; 2 for $1.80.

FLOWERING TREES

ROSE ACACIA (Moss Locust)

A large full showy red that is very beautiful. Gives a wonderful effect. This last summer we saw Rose-Acacia in both shrub and tree form growing in several cities in Minnesota. In all places the plants had come through the terrible winter unscathed and were just covered with beautiful bloom. We have Rose-Acacia in both shrub and tree form. The tree form is grafted on nice 3'x4' straight stems which makes it a beautiful tree.

Shrub form, 3-4 ft., 75c; 3 to 4 ft., $1.00. Fine tree form, 5-6 ft., $1.75; $3.00 prepaid.

DOLGO CRAB

The greatest red Crab of all time. Very hardy here. The tree is a very beautiful form growing in a fine ornamental flowering Crab, and at the same time it produces loads of fruit of medium size of the most brilliant red color which makes it the finest stone and wonderful jelly. The tree is extremely hardy. Rarely 8 feet high and makes the foliage an intense rich red all over the lawn.

4 to 5 ft. trees, $1.25; 2 for $2.00.

HOPA FLOWERING CRAB

Hopa has proven a very desirable flowering Crab for severe climates, and is rapidly gaining in favor wherever known. Our sales are steadily increasing and this indicates that people like it. The tree is upright growing, with long slender, graceful branches, which are covered with large, well-opened blossoms, often 1½ inches in diameter, and of a rich deep shade of rose. The foliage carries a deep maroon-red tinge through the entire season. 4 to 5 ft. trees, $1.25; 2 for $2.00.

- Special Offer 1 Hopa and 1 Dolgo 4 to 5 ft., $2.00.
- Rose Tree of China (Flowering Plum)

PRUNUS TRIBOLO (Double Flowering Plum) - This is the shrub oft used under the name of "Rose Tree of China." The most beautiful of all the flowering shrubs that is hardy enough for the Middle Northwest. Grows into a high or tree form from 5 to 10 feet high. In the early spring the branches are loaded with small, very double, rose-like flowers an inch in diameter; intense pink on the outside, fading to the most delicate shell-pink in the center. Strong 2 to 3 ft. trees, 75c; 2 for $1.25.

ROSE TREE OF CHINA (Flowering Plum)

A beautiful shrub, perfectly hardy in Minnesota. Has light green leaves and long gracefully clusters of Sweet Pea-shaped rose-colored flowers in June and on into July. Gives a wonderful effect. This last summer we saw Rose-Tree of China in both shrub and tree form growing in several cities in Minnesota. In all places the plants had come through the terrible winter unscathed and were just covered with beautiful bloom. We have Rose-Tree of China in both shrub and tree form. The tree form is grafted on nice 3'x4' straight stems which makes it a beautiful tree.

Shrub form, 3-4 ft., 75c; 3 to 4 ft., $1.00. Fine tree form, 5-6 ft., $1.75; $3.00 prepaid.

RED LEAF PLUM

IMPROVED NEWPORT. The Minnesota Fruit Farm sends out the Newport which was a fairly good red-leaved plum. They later on discovered among their red seedlings a tree which resembled the Newport but which had much redder leaves and was far superior to the Newport in every way. This is the IMPROVED NEWPORT. A row of Improved Newport in the nursery all through the season is a brilliant sight. The most beautiful of all red-leaved trees and perfectly hardy 100 miles north of Faribault. This is the real red-leaved plum.

2 to 3 ft., 75c; 3 to 4 ft., $1.00.

FLOWERING CHERRIES

The Beautiful Flowering Cherries of Japon

A very beautiful line of small sized trees that are becoming tremendously popular all over the country, wherever they can be grown. The greatest collection in this country may be seen in the city of Washington, where the magnificent gift of Japan to this Government is planted. It will well repay any flower lover to make the trip to Washington just to see these wonderful trees in bloom. Not hardy in Minnesota. Will do well in Southern Iowa and similar climates.

KOFUGEN. One of the very best of all the cherry trees. They have a beautiful coloring and are very hardy. This is a fine double real red. A large full showy red that is very beautiful.

KWANZAN. Flowers very full and double, deep pink or rose. Very very hard in color according to the weather. Splendid to use on one of either side of a gateway entrance. The name means Sacred Gate. Very beautiful.

PAUL WOHLERT. A new variety. A dwarf-spreading tree, growing not over 10 feet high with an 8'-ft. spread. Splendid where a small tree is desired. Very hardy. A semi-doubled, exceptionally hard, tree 4- to 6'-ft. trees.

- Special Price Sacrifice Offer

We find we are situated too far north to make it practical to handle these flowering Cherries. To close out our present stock we are making a special quick disposal price of $1.00 per 5'6 ft. tree. This is an exceptional bargain and the price holds only until our stock is sold.

Each, 5 to 6 ft., $1.00.
Flowering Shrubs

ALMOND
DOUBLE FLOWERING PINK. This and the Forsythia are our earliest flowering shrubs. Blossoms like little double pink roses cover the bush just before the leaves come. 2 to 3 ft., 65c; 2 for $1.15

FORSYTHIA
SPECTABILIS (Golden Bell). 8 to 10 feet. With the first warm balmy days the Forsythias light up the garden before leaves appear with glistening yellow flowers all along the branches. Thus they herald the coming of spring, its first flowers, and how welcome they are. Hardy in Southern Minnesota. 2 to 3-ft. specimens, 75c; 2 for $1.25

HYDRANGEA
SPECTABILIS (Golden Bell). 8 to 10 feet. This is the early flowering Hydrangea. Comes into bloom in July and continues until frost. Large flat white blooms. Very fine for border planting and for immediately about the house. Nice bushy plants, 50c; 2 or more at 45c.

HONEYSUCKLE
UPRIGHT BUSH. The bush Honeysuckles make one of our finest shrubs, especially where a large shrub is wanted. They are among our most dependable and useful shrubs. We have both the pink and the white. 2 ft., 40c each; 2 for 75c.

PHILADELPHUS VIRGINAL
Finest of all the Philadelphus
Semi-double. White. Everblooming. Everything considered this is the most sensational of all the Philadelphus. In fact, we regard it the most valuable new shrub acquisition to the flower garden of recent years. The bush is a moderately strong grower, with us attaining a height of 6 to 7 feet. Rather open, sparse foliage to make the wonderful blossoms all the more conspicuous. Flowers pure white, semi-double, often 2 inches in diameter. Begins to bloom about June 15th with us, and blooms profusely for about 3 weeks. Then it rests a few weeks and starts to bloom again, continuing with a small amount of bloom until frost.

BARGAINS

BARBERRY, Thunbergi. One of the most popular of all hedge plants where either a trimmed or an untrimmed hedge is desired. Covered all winter with bright red berries. Nice 8-12 inch transplanted stock. 20 for $1.10; 50 for $2.50; 100 for $4.90, postpaid.

CHINESE HEDGEWOOD. The new hedge. Very odd, aristocratic looking shrub that will add much to any garden. Strong 2 to 3-ft. plants, 75c; 2 for $1.25; 6 for $3.00.

SPIREA VAN HOUTTEI
(Bridal Wreath) This is the Spirea that everybody plants. It is to be found in more yards than any other one shrub. If kept properly trimmed it is never out of place and one never tires of seeing it and having it about the house. Travel from northern Maine to southern California, no matter where you may be, and you find it. We grow it in great quantities and recommend it very highly. It is fine to use as individual shrubs about the house or in the borders or to plant in great masses, being careful to plant shrubs far enough apart so they have plenty of spread. Also very much used for both trimmed and untrimmed hedges. Fine, Select 2 to 3 ft., bushy, 50c each; 3 for $1.00; 12 for $3.00. Fine, Select, 18 to 24 in., 35c each; 4 for $1.00; 12 for $2.50, not prepaid.

TAMARIX

HISPIDA. One of the most graceful and beautiful of all the shrubs. Grows 8 ft. high. A dense mass of lacy-like foliage. Flowers in extra large upright panicles, bright coral-pink, through the entire midsummer. Much used for cutting for its bloom, and for mixing with other flowers. 2-3 ft., 50c; 4 for $1.00.

HYDRANGEA
PANICULATA GRANDIFLORA. The large fall-blooming Hydrangea. Great panicles of bloom often 12 inches long by 8 inches in diameter come into full development in September. At first pure white the color gradually changes to a delicate pink. Make fine winter bouquets.

Semi-double. White. Everblooming. Everythin considered this is the most sensational of all the Philadelphus. In fact, we regard it the most valuable new shrub acquisition to the flower garden of recent years. The bush is a moderately strong grower, with us attaining a height of 6 to 7 feet. Rather open, sparse foliage to make the wonderful blossoms all the more conspicuous. Flowers pure white, semi-double, often 2 inches in diameter. Begins to bloom about June 15th with us, and blooms profusely for about 3 weeks. Then it rests a few weeks and starts to bloom again, continuing with a small amount of bloom until frost.

18 to 24 in., 50c; 3 for $1.00; 10 for $4.50.
2 to 3 ft., 75c; 2 for $1.40; 10 for $6.00.

The Finest New Philadelphus Brought Out in the Past Fifty Years

Bittersweet. American. One of the hardiest climbers. Desirable for the large clusters of beautiful orangish-red berries which remain all winter. Fine winter bouquets. Bittersweet comes in both sex plants, male and female. To be sure to get fruiting plants one should plant 3 or 4 vines. Each, 50c; 4 for $1.60.

Bittersweet, Japanese. A much handsomer plant than the American variety. Limbs are also more graceful. Fruits are round but a lighter yellow. Beautiful vine.

2 to 3 yr. grafted, large strong vines, 1.00 each; 2 for $1.90.
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A Select Strain of
AQUILEGIA, CRIMSON STAR
Most beautiful of all the long spurred
Columbine. A wonderful rich brilliant
red Columbine with extra long red
spurs and a creamy white throat.

Pkt. Fresh Seed, 25c

Brand Peony Farms, Inc.
Faribault, Minnesota
**ORDER SHEET**

**BRAND PEONY FARMS, INC.**

**FAIRBAULT, MINNESOTA**

**RULES OF BUSINESS**

We do not fill any order for less than $1.00. This rule does not apply to seed orders.

**ORDER EARLY**

We suggest that you send us your order as soon as possible after receiving our catalog that you may get your order in while our stocks are complete.

**CASH WITH ORDER**

or 25% down and balance at time shipment is ordered. Or 25% down and balance C.O.D. unless you have done business with us previously and have an established credit.

**REMIT**

By Postal Order, Express Order, Personal Check, Postage Stamps, or Registered letter. If you remit by Personal check add 5 cents for exchange on the check. Any one remitting by Postal Money Order may select any 10c pkt. of seed in the book free.

**SHIPPING CHARGES**

We do not pay shipping charges except where it is expressly stated that we do so. Otherwise, such charges are paid by the customer. Trees and large shrubs go by Express Collect. Where an order is made up of part prepaid items and part Express Collect items, the prepaid items are generally packed with the Express Collect items as their addition to the shipment will generally make no difference in the Express charge. But should their addition make a slight additional charge, we have this deducted at this end of the line against the express charge.

**NOTICE**

If remittance for this Order is made by MONEY ORDER Customer may select a 10c packet of any Seed offered in this Catalog, Free, if variety wanted is written in the line below. We do not send the packet unless written below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>NAME OF VARIETY</th>
<th>DOLS</th>
<th>CTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NAME**


**Street Address or Rural Route**


**Post Office**


**State**


**Express Address If Not the Same as Post Office**


**Amount enclosed:** $.


PLEASE BE SURE TO WRITE YOUR NAME VERY PLAINLY!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>NAME OF VARIETY</th>
<th>DOLS</th>
<th>C. S.</th>
<th>AMOUNT BROUGHT FORWARD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**SUBSTITUTE**

We will not substitute without permission. However, if you send in an order late in the season, it will save delay if you name a second choice or give us permission to send a variety of equal or better value of the same color.

**OUR GUARANTEE**

We guarantee our nursery stock to be true to name. Should a mistake occur and a customer receive stock that eventually proves not true to name, we will replace this stock free of charge and the customer may retain the stock first received. We fill all orders personally and we take great pride in sending out satisfactory stock. After you receive our shipment, we want you to report at once anything that is not satisfactory and we will make proper adjustment. After your stock is planted we cannot assume responsibility for it.

**SEED GUARANTEE**

We, Brand Peony Farms, Inc., exercise the greatest care to keep our varieties pure and true, but we give no warranty, expressed or implied, as to description, quality, productivity or any other matter of any seeds we sell and will not, in any way, be responsible for the crop. If the purchaser does not accept the goods on these terms, they are to be returned at once.
Made up of nice little shrubs that are REAL BARGAINS

**50 Beautiful Gladiolus $1.10**

50, all blooming size Gladiolus bulbs in not less than 25 kinds.

No. 43

**8 Hansa Rugosa Roses $1.10**

Makes a wonderful hedge 4 feet high. Glossy foliage, red blooms all summer. Red seedpods all winter.

No. 50

**6 Philadelphus Virginial $1.10**

Best of all Mock Oranges. Six nice, mailing size, will make a bower of beauty.

No. 53

**6 Iron Clad Grapes $1.10**

6 Hardy, Heavy Bearing Iron-Clad Grapes

Hardy anywhere in severest locations. Hardiest of all Grapes. Will make anything a Grape is supposed to make.

3 Beta. Black, hardy, prolific.

3 Alpha. Like Beta but a little sweeter.

No. 41

**6 Iron Clad Grapes $1.10**

No. 52

**Collection No. 47**

15 Spirea Van Houttei

Some prefer Bridal Wreath for their hedge. The 12 to 18 inch size grows rapidly into a fine hedge covered during the blooming season with a mass of white blooms.

$1.10, postpaid

**Collection No. 42**

**CHINESE ELM**

Where a hardy fast growing tree is wanted use Chinese Elm. Will thrive where other trees could not live. Will grow to a height of 80 feet. See page 13.

10 Nice 2-3 ft. Trees Postpaid $1.10

**Collection No. 45**

**LOMBARDY POPLAR**

One of the finest ornamentals where a narrow, upright, tall growing tree is wanted. Splendid to use as a background tree.

6 Nice 3-4 ft. Trees Postpaid $1.25

**6 Persan Lilacs $1.10**

Purple Persian makes a wonderful tall hedge or screen, 8 to 10 feet high.

No. 44

**10 Rocky Mt. Cherry $1.10**

Plant ten Rocky Mountain Cherries 2 feet apart in the back yard. Grow 3 to 4 feet high. The children will know what to do with the fruit.

No. 46

**No. 40**

**2 Andorra Juniper**

One of the best, prettiest, and hardiest of all the trailing Junipers. Foliage deep blue-green. Especially desirable for rock gardens.

2 Nice 3-Year 12 to 15 in. Postpaid For $1.25

**Collection No. 51**

**2 JUNIPER Pfitzeriana**

A fast, low growing kind where the branches form an almost flat top. Very symmetrical in growth and very much liked wherever this type of Juniper is used. Foliage rather light green and neat.

Two Nice 3-Year 12 to 15 in. Postpaid For $1.25

**Collection No. 48**

**10 EUROPEAN PASQUE FLOWER**

(Wrsexham Strain. All Colors Double and Single

8 Nice 1-yr. Plants Postpaid For $1.10

**Collection No. 49**

**10 LILIUM WILLMOTTIAE**

One of the best and hardiest of all the new Lilies. Bright orange-red.

10 2-yr. Bulbs Postpaid For $1.10

**Collection No. 51**

**2 JUNIPER Pfitzeriana**

A fast, low growing kind where the branches form an almost flat top. Very symmetrical in growth and very much liked wherever this type of Juniper is used. Foliage rather light green and neat.

Two Nice 3-Year 12 to 15 in. Postpaid For $1.25

**Collection No. 37**

**8 WONDERFUL DELPHINIUM**

Wrexham Strain. All Colors Double and Single

8 Nice 1-yr. Plants Postpaid For $1.10

**Collection No. 38**

**8 AQUILEGIA**

(Columbine)

Assorted Types and Colors 8 Beautiful 1-yr. Plants Postpaid For $1.10

These Bargains are all made up to go out by Parcel Post. They are composed of selected small sized plants and are not to be confused with our large specimen shrubs which must go NOT PREPAID and by express. These bargains are made up of a selected mail order size and are prepaid.

Collection No. 37

CHINESE ELM

Where a hardy fast growing tree is wanted use Chinese Elm. Will thrive where other trees could not live. Will grow to a height of 80 feet. See page 13.

10 Nice 2-3 ft. Trees Postpaid $1.10

Collection No. 42

CHINESE ELM

Where a hardy fast growing tree is wanted use Chinese Elm. Will thrive where other trees could not live. Will grow to a height of 80 feet. See page 13.

10 Nice 2-3 ft. Trees Postpaid $1.10
Phlox Columbiana

A new Phlox introduced in 1935 that has created a sensation because of its wonderful beauty. A flower of great size in a beautiful cameo-pink with a very light blue eye. Fifteen immense blooms have been counted on a 2-year plant. Sold under U. S. Plant Patent No. 118. Strong plants, 50c each; 3 for $1.25; 12 for $4.50.

Some New Phlox

ANNIE LAURIE. New. Rich deep salmon, large trusses, very beautiful. 3 feet. Each, 50c.


GEO. STIPP. New. Deep glowing salmon with shaded lighter eye; very outstanding and the best of recent salmon Phlox introductions; does not fade. 2½-3 feet. Each, 40c.


MORGENROOD. Novelty. A very distinct variety. Large clusters of a bright rose shade with deeper eye. Strong grower. Large individual flowers. 2½-3 feet. Each, 40c.


1 each of the 7 above new Phlox, $3.00, all postpaid.

Hardy Perennial Phlox

Starting to bloom in midseason, they carry loads of the most brilliant color far into the fall or until touched with frost.

For best results, the soil should have well-rotted manure worked in, and the planting should be in a fairly sunny location. Water heavily during dry spells. If lower leaves turn rusty and dry up during the summer, water and spray the plants heavily with cold water, and dust with powdered sulphur such as is used to control black spot on Roses. If the first flower spikes are cut off as soon as the flowers fall and the plants are well watered, a second setting of bloom will come on and continue late into the fall.

Do not compare the prices for our Phlox plants with cheaper prices where orders are filled with plants commonly called Baby Phlox Plants. Our Phlox have all been grown right out in the field one year before shipping.

PRICES FOR PHLOX, ALL POSTPAID
1 Phlox, 35c; 3 Phlox, 75c; 6 Phlox, $1.20; 10 Phlox, $1.95, unless otherwise noted.

Phlox Collections

Most people like Phlox in assortments. But not being familiar with the different varieties it is often hard to choose from a catalog an assortment that would afterwards please. To help out we have made up two collections, each of which covers the range of colors very nicely.

Phlox SUBULATA

ATROPURPUREA

New!

Here is a distinctive new creeping or Subulata Phlox that really revolutionizes this group. It is such a great improvement over the old varieties that they are simply not to be compared with it. It spreads well close to the ground and is just covered early in the spring with a mass of rich red-purple flowers. Wonderful for rockeries, borders, and especially to plant about the base of white stones on the grave.

Regular size, 25c each; 6 for $1.25; 12 for $2.25; $15.00 per 100

Large Clumps, 50c
Fall Blooming Asters

Plant these brilliant fall blooming hardy Asters and prolong your blooming season a full month. Have your garden a place of dazzling splendor when all about is brown and sere. They will bring a world of color during late September, all of October, and on into November until heavy freezing and coming winter kills the flowers.

ABENDROTHE. A beautiful medium, tall-growing Aster with large delicate lavender flowers with a bright pink reflection. 35c each.

CHARM. A very fine-flowering sort covered with medium-sized double violet-blue blossoms. About 3 feet high. 35c each.

CLIMAX. This is the largest and best of all the light blue Asters. The florets are as large as a half dollar and of a very rich intense medium-blue. 35c each.

MOUNT EVEREST. New. A wonderful white Aster, and by far the finest and best white. It forms very tall, well-shaped, pointed pyramids with an abundance of lateral growths, which flower right down to the ground. Flowers large and dead white with a very small eye. Healthy foliage. 3 to 4 feet. 50c each.

RED ROVER. New novelty. Deep rosy red flowers with golden center; buds bright red, giving us first red fall Aster. Compact habit; very free blooming. Should be in every border. A real novelty for the fall garden. 1 year. 3 to 4 feet. September to frost 50c each.

ST. EGWIN. A compact dwarfish rosy pink. Grows about 2 feet high, makes an almost round bush 2 feet across, absolutely covered with pink Asters 1½ inches in diameter. Often 100 to one plant. 35c each. One each of the above 6 beautiful fall Asters, value $2.40, for $1.75, postpaid.

Hardy Roses

There is a great demand for the very hardest of Roses in the North, and to supply that demand we are listing only those varieties that do well all over Minnesota. A Rose that will stand the Minnesota winter climate is really hardy, and will do well anywhere where a hardy Rose is required.

AGNES. A new Rugosa Hybrid. Absolutely hardy. Medium-size plants, 50c each; 10 for $4.50.

Hugonis Rose

The Hansa Rose
Makes a Wonderful Hedge

The Hansa Rose makes a wonderful informal hedge. It is also fine for planting in large clumps. Covered with large, attractive red flowers and glossy green leaves all summer, followed by large bright scarlet seed pods in winter, makes it the ideal all-year hedge.

Nice Hedge-Size Plants:
10 for $1.75
25 for $3.75
POSTPAID

New Dwarf Border Asters

These little Asters, which come to us from England, have created a furor among the gardening public. Only a few inches high, the little plants are very neat in appearance and just literally covered with their dainty blooms in the fall. Very fine for bordering or edging and for rock garden work.

NANCY. Dwarf, bushy, very free flowering, the pale pink flowers literally cover the little 1½-inch plants in late September. 50c each; 50c per 12.

VICTOR. The dwarfest of all and exceedingly pretty. Flowers large and of a beautiful clear lavender-blue. An especially fine rock plant. 50c each; 50c per 12.

Special Collection of Dwarf Asters: 1 each of the 2 above kinds for 75c.

MAUVE CUSHION. An entirely distinct species from Japan. Forms a circular cushion-dike plant often 2 feet across and not over 9 inches high. The flowers, which are a delicate soft mauve, measure 1¼ inches across and are produced in such profusion as to completely cover the plant. Season, October and November. 50c each; $2.50 per 12.

Hybrid Rugosa Rose

F. J. GROOTENDORST. (Baby Rambler). Rugosa Cross. True rugosa foliage. Double, bright crimson, borne in large clusters like the Baby Rambler, from May continuously until November. One of the most valuable of all Roses in the North. In the colder parts of the country it is hard to get a continuous bloom of Roses, but these Grootendorst Roses are true everblooming. The old blossoms should be kept trimmed out as they pass and the bushes will be covered with a mass of clusters of little Roses an inch or more in diameter of a brilliant red all summer way up to frost.

Medium-size plants, 50c each; 10 for $4.50.

MAUVE CUSHION. An entirely distinct species from Japan. Forms a circular cushion-like plant often 2 feet across and not over 9 inches high. The flowers, which are a delicate soft mauve, measure 1¼ inches across and are produced in such profusion as to completely cover the plant. Season, October and November. 50c each; $2.50 per 12.
Hardy Outdoor Chrysanthemums

In the far North we need the very hardest and the very earliest to bloom of these Chrysanthemums so that they carry through the winter and blossom early enough to escape frost in the fall.

In the first place, to live they must be planted in a protected spot behind some sort of a windbreak, so they will not be hit by the winds of winter. Then they must be carefully covered for winter.

But, if one wants to, just before frost comes, they can take the plants up, pot them and they will give you a wonderful display inside for about six weeks. That is what we did with a few of each kind last fall and the result was almost beyond belief.

The Choice of Nearly 100 Kinds

Our list is a choice from nearly 100 kinds which we tested out in the field this year. These are the hardest and earliest and best of the entire list for far North customers. Of course, the farther South one lives, the longer and surer results one will get.

12 Beautiful Varieties to Choose from

WHITE VARIETIES

SEPTEMBER QUEEN WHITE. Begins flowering late in August. A profusion of pure white flowers. Grows 18 inches high.

NORMANDIE. One of the earliest and best white-flowering Chrysanthemums around September 10. 18 inches.

TASIVA. Very free-flowering white flowers about October 1. A wealth of blooms that is not surpassed, 2 feet.

PINK VARIETIES

GLADA. A soft pink approaching light salmon. Flowers most profusely the end of September. Grows 3 inches in diameter. 18 inches.

SEPTEMBER QUEEN PINK. Very similar in growth, season and maturity to September Queen White, but in color it is a beautiful pink. 18 inches.

RED VARIETIES

ADIRONDA. A small, compact, reddish bronze. Flowers very free-flowering. An excellent Pompon.

Amelia

The Azalea Flowered Chrysanthemum

This wonderful new hardy outdoor Chrysanthemum at the 1933 and 1934 Century of Progress World’s Fair created a great deal of interest. The plant is dwarf and spreading in growth and is very hardy. When well estab’lished a single plant has been known to carry 1500 one-time open in full flower. From pots—35c each; 4 for $1.00; 12 for $2.50, postpaid.

The New Korean Hybrid Chrysanthemums

There are the sensational new Hardy Chrysanthemums that carry the hardy blood of the Korean Chrysanthemum that makes of them the hardest Chrysanthemums in the world. All singles, they will add new color and a new thrill to your garden.

Price of all Korean Hybrids, 40c each; $4.00 per 12—your assortment. Postpaid.

APOLLO. A brilliant combination of bronze, red and gold washed with salmon. 2 inches across. Flowers in graceful branching sprays. 3½ feet high.

CERES. Charmous-yellow, old gold, and soft coppery bronze. Flowers in graceful branching sprays. 3½ feet high.

DAPHNE. A beautiful blending of pink with an undertone of blue, with prominent golden stamens in the center. 3½-inch flowers.

DIANA. A beautiful iridescent rose-pink, touched with a combination of blue and soft salmon.

MARS. A deep amaranth-red, changing to a wine-red. A rich brilliant flower.

MERCURY. A brilliant deep red of very large size and striking appearance. A very outstanding one and extremely hardy.

1 each the above 6 — $2.50, postpaid
We fill no orders for less than $1.00

The Choice of Nearly 100 Kinds

Early Bronze

ALADDIN. A color that is a pleasing shade of bronze. Reaches its full beauty in late September and early October.

EARLY BRONZE. Orange-bronze of Button type. In full bloom about September 20, and remains in fine condition until severe frost. Height, 20 inches. Flowers, 1½ inches.


YELLOW VARIETIES

LORELEI. A very productive yellow which we consider an improvement on Wolverine, both in length of stem and freedom of bloom. Flowers around September 10. Height, 2 feet. 3 inches in diameter.

WOLVERINE. A beautiful color and very desirable where early flowers are required. Matures September 1. Height, 2 feet.

YELLOW NORMANDIE. A bronze-yellow sport of Normandie. A beautiful color and very desirable where early flowers are required. Flowers September 10. Height, 18 inches.

BRONZE VARIETIES

AMELIA. A color that is a pleasing shade of bronze. Reaches its full beauty in late September and early October.

ALADDIN. A color that is a pleasing shade of bronze. Reaches its full beauty in late September and early October.

NORMANDIE. A color that is a pleasing shade of bronze. Reaches its full beauty in late September and early October.

The New Korean Hybrid Chrysanthemums

These are the sensational new Hardy Chrysanthemums that carry the hardy blood of the Korean Chrysanthemum that makes of them the hardest Chrysanthemums in the world. All singles, they will add new color and a new thrill to your garden.

Price of all Korean Hybrids, 40c each; $4.00 per 12—your assortment. Postpaid.

APOLLO. A brilliant combination of bronze, red and gold washed with salmon. 2 inches across. Flowers in graceful branching sprays. 3½ feet high.

CERES. Charmous-yellow, old gold, and soft coppery bronze. Flowers in graceful branching sprays. 3½ feet high.

DAPHNE. A beautiful blending of pink with an undertone of blue, with prominent golden stamens in the center. 3½-inch flowers.

DIANA. A beautiful iridescent rose-pink, touched with a combination of blue and soft salmon.

MARS. A deep amaranth-red, changing to a wine-red. A rich brilliant flower.

MERCURY. A brilliant deep red of very large size and striking appearance. A very outstanding one and extremely hardy.

1 each the above 6 — $2.50, postpaid
We fill no orders for less than $1.00

The Choice of Nearly 100 Kinds

Early Bronze

ALADDIN. A color that is a pleasing shade of bronze. Reaches its full beauty in late September and early October.

EARLY BRONZE. Orange-bronze of Button type. In full bloom about September 20, and remains in fine condition until severe frost. Height, 20 inches. Flowers, 1½ inches.


YELLOW VARIETIES

LORELEI. A very productive yellow which we consider an improvement on Wolverine, both in length of stem and freedom of bloom. Flowers around September 10. Height, 2 feet. 3 inches in diameter.

WOLVERINE. A beautiful color and very desirable where early flowers are required. Matures September 1. Height, 2 feet.

YELLOW NORMANDIE. A bronze-yellow sport of Normandie. A beautiful color and very desirable where early flowers are required. Flowers September 10. Height, 18 inches.
ALBATROS. (Pf.). A very fine pure white. The clearest white ever produced.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

APRICOT GLOW. A bright clear unmarked apricot; large, early, and straight full spike.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; $4.00 per 100.

AVE MARIA. (Pf.). Large flowering light blue with small purple blotches. We like this the best of the blue Glads.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; 100 medium size, $4.00.

BAGDAD. A smoky old rose flower with a lighter throat. One of the best liked smokies grown.
2 for 15c; 10 for 60c.

BETTY NUTHALL. Coral-pink shading to orange. Yellow marked throat. One of the best commercial varieties grown.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; $4.00 per 100.

BILL SOWDEN. A deep rich red flecked with darker red. Five to six 5½-inch flowers open at once. Many consider it the best red.
2 medium bulbs, 10c; 10 for 40c.

BREAK O' DAY. A beautiful thrifty variety with a brilliant daybreak-pink bursting through and illuminating a deeper pink.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

CAPT. BOYNTON. Large flower, long spikes, many open. A very fine deep lavender.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

CATHERINE COLEMAN. (C.). Great spike of soft salmon, with purple markings in throat. Best of its color.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

CHAS. DICKENS. (Pf.). Long, beautiful spike, ten to twelve wide open at once. Rich purple-violet.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

COMMANDER KOEHL. (Pf.). Dark scarlet-red without markings. Six to seven florets 6½ inches across open at a time. Twenty-four-inch spike. Immense.
2 for 15c; 10 for 60c; 2 m. bulbs for 10c; 10 m. bulbs, 40c.

COPPER BRONZE. A very attractive Glad with primulinus blood in it of a peculiar rich copper color. Much liked.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $3.75.

DEBONAIR. A beautiful La France pink with a cream throat. Very tall, straight and much liked variety.
2 for 12c; 10 for $1.00.

DIANA. Wonderful shade of deep pink-red. This is one of the best of all the reds. Comes good every year.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

DR. F. E. BENNETT. (Dc.). One of the best and most brilliant scarlets grown. Many open at once. Immense flowers. The best scarlet.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $4.00.

DR. MOODY. (Kim.). Fine large flowers, many open. One of the very finest lavenders. Some years this is the best of all blue-lavenders.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

EMILE AUBRUN. (Lem.). Large spike, smoky bronze, with rich cherry blotch. Wonderful variety. Extremely fine and rich when well grown.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

EVELYN KIRTLAND. Wonderful outstanding brilliant bright deep pink with light pink zonings.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

GIANT NYPH. A very large fine formed delicate even pink with rays of deeper lavender-pink. Splendid commercial cut flower.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

GLENDALE. Pretty near a self in a bright deep red-purple. Splendid cut flower.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

GLORIANA. Large golden salmon with clear yellow throat. Extra fine. One of the best cut flower sorts.
2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; $4.00 per 100. Medium bulbs, 4 for 15c; 10 for 30c.

GLORIOUS. A very brilliant and striking all-over bright red primulinus. Very nice for cutting.
3 for 15c; 10 for 40c; 100 for $3.50. Medium, 4 for 15c; 10 for 30c.
Masterpiece Collection

These are not necessarily the newest kinds but they are just such a collection as we would like to have suggested to us if we were depending on someone else to start us out with this many Glads.

Betty Nuthall

36 World's Best Glads in 18 Different Kinds for $2.40 Postpaid

2 Albatros, White .......... $0.12
2 Betty Nuthall, Coral ...... $0.12
2 Ave Maria, Blue .......... $0.12
2 Bill Sowden, Red .......... $0.10
2 Chas. Dickens, Purple .... $0.12
2 Dr. Bennett, Scarlet .... $0.12
2 Emile Aubrun, Bronzy smoky $0.12
2 Gloriana, Salmon .......... $0.12
2 Golden Dream, Yellow ...... $0.12
2 Maid of Orleans, White ...... $0.15
2 Mildred Louise, Pink ........ $0.20
2 Morocco, Black .......... $0.12
2 Mrs. Leon Douglas, Pink .... $0.12
2 Mr. W. H. Phipps, Pink ...... $0.12
2 Picardy, Shrimp-pink .... $0.12
2 Red Fire, Real red .......... $0.12
2 Star of Bethlehem, White ...... $0.50
2 Marmora, Blue smoky .... $0.12

Total: $2.63

A $2.63 Value of the World's Best Gladiolus — All Postpaid for...

6 Beautiful Glads

OFFER No. 3

Mammoth White, Betty Nuthall, Golden Frills, Diana, Ave Maria, Apricot Glow.

18 Bulbs, 3 of Each .... $1.00
36 bulbs, 6 of Each .... 1.90
72 Bulbs, 12 of Each .... 3.40
150 Bulbs, 25 of Each .... 6.00

A $2.63 Value of the World's Best Gladiolus — All Postpaid for...

Make Your Own Collection

GLADIOLUS COLLECTION 1
Select Any 10 Varieties, 10 of a Kind, Where the Price Quoted is 10 for 50c.

10 Kinds, 100 No. 1 Bulbs In All, Postpaid $4.50

GLADIOLUS COLLECTION 2
Select Any 20 Varieties, 5 of a Variety, Where the Price is 10 for 50c.

20 Kinds, 100 No. 1 Bulbs In All, Postpaid $5.25
MRS. F. C. PETERS. (Fis.). A beautiful orchid-lavender, with soft shading of yellow in the throat. Each, 10c; 10 for 50c.

MRS. LEON DOUGLAS. (K). A large ruffled soft rose-pink. Lower petals blotched cerise. Each, 15c; 10 for 50c.

MRS. CALVIN COOLIDGE. (Stev.). Best of lighter colored smokies. Beautiful color, beautiful flower, beautiful form. Each, 10c; 10 for 50c.

MRS. VAN KONYNENBURG. (New). A very large white with a delicate shading of yellow in the throat. Each, 10c; 10 for 50c.

MRS. RAY P. CHASE. (New). A remarkable dark, almost black Glad. Good spike, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

MOROCCO. A beautiful light orange flower that makes a splendid cut flower. Very late. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

ORANGE QUEEN. A beautiful white with a delicate rose-pink feather in throat. Large spike. Beautiful flower. 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

MINUET. (Coleman). The most beautiful lavender, the one by which all others are judged. Superb. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

MOROCCO. (Pf.). A remarkable dark, almost black Glad. Good spike, large flowers, no markings. Finest quality. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

MOTHER MACHREE. (Stev.). Best of lighter colored smokies. Beautiful blending of violet-salmon, pink and cream. Each, 15c; 10 for 50c.

ROYAL PURPLE. A large rich very deep purple, almost a violet. A blue purple self. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

MRS. CALVIN COOLIDGE. (K). A large ruffled soft rose-pink. Lower petals, creamy yellow. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

MRS. F. C. PETERS. (Fis.). A beautiful orchid-lavender, with soft crimson blotch on lower petals. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $4.00.

MRS. LEON DOUGLAS. A leading exhibition variety; large deep salmon-rose. Immense blooms. 5-ft. spikes. One of the largest of all Glads. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $4.00.

ROYAL DIENER. One of the finest even-toned medium pinks ever brought out. Superb. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

MRS. PHILIP K. RAMIREZ. A charming medium pink with lower petals strawberry pink blending to pinnard yellow. Now blooming. Each, 10c; 10 for 80c.

VEILCHENBLAU. (Pf.). Large violet-blue with dark pansy-like blotches in throat. Large spike. Beautiful flower. Medium, 4 for 15c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $2.75.

MRS. RAY P. CHASE. (New). A beautiful lavender, the one by which all others are judged. Superb. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

MRS. W. H. PHIPPS. Twenty blooms to a spike, nearly all open at once. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.


RUFFLED GOLD. (Goodr.). Heavily ruffled yellow with a rose-pink feather in throat. Large spike. Beautiful flower. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

MOTHER MACHREE. (Stev.). Best of lighter colored smokies. Beautiful blending of violet-salmon, pink and cream. Each, 15c; 10 for 50c.

MON-ROSE. Immense blooms. 5-ft. spikes. One of the largest of all Glads. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $4.00.

RAJAH. Another of those splendid very rich dark reds. This is a large flower and so rich and dark as to be almost black. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

WASAGA. (New). A beautiful clear rich buff. Nothing finer among Glads. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $2.75.

SUPER. Another of those splendid very rich dark reds. This is a large flower and so rich and dark as to be almost black. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

ROYAL PURPLE. A large rich very deep purple, almost a violet. A blue purple self. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

RAMESES. (New). Large tall ruffled rich deep purple, first at Chicago World's Fair. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

RED FIRE. (K). We can't get away from it. Richest purest self-colored rich bright red. To us the best red. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

RICHARD DIENER. One of the finest even-toned medium pinks ever brought out. Superb. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

ROI ALBERT. (New). One of the best smokies. A blotted smoky rose. Each, 10c; 10 for 80c.

STAR OF BETHLEHEM. (New). The newest and probably the finest of all the whites. Beautiful color, beautiful flower, beautiful form. Each, 25c.

BRAND PEONY PARMS.Ii

PICARDY. Probably when all has been said this is the most sensational Glad ever produced. A soft shrimp-pink without any flecking. Usually, 7 to 8 open but often 12 to 13. Many 6-inch flowers. Blooms have measured 7 inches. Nothing in Glads like it. The greatest Glad of all time. Each, 10c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $2.75.

PICARDY. A prim. A very fine and beautiful form. Pure white. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $2.75.


WHITE BUTTERFLY. A prim. A very fine and beautiful form. Pure white. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

MON-ROSE. Immense blooms. 5-ft. spikes. One of the largest of all Glads. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $4.00.

RICHARD DIENER. One of the finest even-toned medium pinks ever brought out. Superb. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $4.00.

ROYAL PURPLE. A large rich very deep purple, almost a violet. A blue purple self. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

RIGOLETTO. (New). Very large full open flower. Cream tinted with rose-pink and lavender, large brownish blotch. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

VEILCHENBLAU. (Pf.). Large violet-blue with dark pansy-like blotches in throat. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

WHITE BUTTERFLY. A prim. A very fine and beautiful form. Pure white. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

YVONNE. Blush-white with a small round blur of rose deep in the throat. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c.

BRAND PEONY FARMS, Inc. FARIBAULT, MINN.

MILDRED LOUISE. (New). Pure strawberry pink self on upper petals with lower petals strawberry pink blending to pinnaud yellow. Now blooming. Usually 7 to 8 open but often 12 to 13. Many 6-inch flowers. Blooms have measured 7 inches. Nothing in Glads like it. The greatest Glad of all time. Each, 2 for 12c; 10 for 50c; 100 for $2.75.

PAR IS AULT. MINN.

The Exception Collection.

There will be no finer collection of Standard Gladiolus sent out this spring, from any house, no matter where, than these. Each collection will be picked separate, by itself, direct from the bins containing the named kinds, nothing will be left to chance. These bulbs are all of our own growing. They are thrip free. We know just what they are.

Rainbow Gladiolus Collection

All These are Postpaid.

Brand's Rainbow Gladiolus Collection

There will be no finer collection of Standard Gladiolus sent out this spring, from any house, no matter where, than these. Each collection will be picked separate, by itself, direct from the bins containing the named kinds, nothing will be left to chance. These bulbs are all of our own growing. They are thrip free. We know just what they are.

**Rainbow Collection “A”**

One hundred high class Gladiolus in at least 25 different named kinds, all colors. It contains no bulb worth less than 10c if taken alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 Large Bulbs</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Special Attraction**

To make these two RAINBOW Collections especially attractive, COLLECTION “A” will contain 10 Picardy (large bulbs) and COLLECTION “B” will contain 5 Picardy (large bulbs).

**Rainbow Collection “B”**

Fifty high class Gladiolus in not less than 25 different named kinds, all colors. Contains no bulb worth less than 10c if taken alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 Large Bulbs</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rainbow Collection “C”**

One hundred of the same varieties as go into A and B only. These are medium size bulbs. All young bulbs that will bloom this year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 Blooming Size Bulbs</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**[22]**
Lilies

**TENUIFOLIUM (The Coral Lily)**. A brilliant little midsummer Lily that is great for rock garden work, and is often potted. The flowers are little bright rich red 2-inch balls so intense that they are one of the real bright spots of the garden. Very hardy: 2-ft. slender stems, fine fernlike foliage.

Large size, each 25c; 3 for 70c; 12 for $2.50.
Nice blooming size, 15c; 6 for 55c; 12 for $1.00.

**TIGER LILY**. (Double). A handsome Lily of easy culture. Blaze of colors. Water quantities of large, showy, brilliantly colored flowers in August and September. Develops bold branching heads, each often carrying twenty large, rich, orange-scarlet flowers, spotted crimson-brown. This is the double type of the old Tiger Lily and is much prettier than the single. The hardiest Lily grown. Never dies out.

Large bulbs, each 25c; 3 for 70c; 12 for $2.40.

**PHILIPPINENSE FORMOSANUM**. Very much like the Regale Lily in general appearance. The stems are long, slender, and covered with foliage similar to that of the Regale. The blooms are long, trumpet-like white flowers with a pale emerald-green throat which is so beautiful that everyone loves this Lily.

Each, 40c; 6 for $2.00.

**WILLMOTTIAE**. This is a new Lily and is one of the very best Lilies that Mr. Wilson brought back from China. It ranks right up with the very finest hardy Lilies. Flowers good size, recurving, and of a bright orange-red. Plant 6 inches deep. Grows 4 to 6 ft.

2-yr. bulbs, 25c each; 6 for $1.25; 12 for $2.00.

**SPECIAL LILY OFFER**

1 Each of the Above Seven Lilies in Large Size Bulbs, a $2.05 Value, Postpaid for $1.95.

Aquilegia

**Aquilegias** or Columbines are among the most elegant of the hardy perennial plants. They do fine in full sun but are best suited to semi-shady locations. They are most commonly used in the long spurred mixtures which cover a wide range of soft, delicate, distinct shades. Desirable planted in the long spurred sorts where the separate colors are used to work out required color effects.

**MRS. SCOTT ELLIOTT** (Long Spurred Hybrids). One of the best known and most select of all the strains of Columbines. Very carefully selected for clear, even, soft color tones combined with very long graceful spurs. A wonderful, choice strain.

**DOBBIE'S IMPERIAL HYBRIDS** (Long Spurred). A wonderful mixture in the most beautiful colors. Contains every shade imaginable. In England they are considered the best mixture offered today. Great wide throated bells and many deep rich shades not found in other strains.

Heavy field grown plants, 35c each; 5 for $1.00; $2.25 per doz. Special offer of 10 select medium size plants, $1.00.
Flower Seed Novelties and Specialties for 1937

The bulk of the flower seeds that are used in the world, no matter where one may buy them, are grown by flower seed specialists in sunny Southern California, on great farms devoted to the growing of flower seeds only.

California has the best soil and the best climate in the world for this purpose. No better flower seeds are grown anywhere.

The great bulk of our seed is grown by the well-known firm of Bodger’s and better seed than they grow cannot be purchased.

Coreopsis

**DOUBLE SUNBURST.** This is one of Bodger’s newest things. A pleasant change from the old single type of Coreopsis. This is a double with flowers 1 1/2 to 3 inches across. Deep golden yellow, very early, and excellent because of their long stems for cutting. Pkt., 15c.

**CORAL KING** (Giant Imperial Larkspur). (New). A new color never before seen in Larkspur—blushpink, with a strong suffusion of coral which deepens and gets richer as the flowers mature. A lovely pale coral-pink with a salmon tint. Pkt., 15c.

**ROSMOND.** (Gold Medal All-American). An entirely new color in Larkspur. A pure bright rose which has been entirely lacking in Larkspur before. Four feet tall, many spikes heavily covered with full double flowers. Pkt., 15c.

**WHITE KING.** (Giant Imperial Larkspur). The first introduction in new Giant Imperial Larkspur for years. An immense white with florets measuring as much as 2 inches across. The outstanding white Larkspur of a decade. Pkt., 15c.

Marigold

**GIGANTEA, SUNSET GIANTS.** The new 1936 Marigold, the largest sized Marigold ever known. Flowers average five inches and some specimens measure 7 1/2 inches. Not only is it very large but it produces so many flowers as to cover the plant. But most remarkable, instead of the usual Marigold color, this flower has a decidedly sweet fragrance, something long desired in a Marigold. Pkt., 15c.


**DIXIE SUNSHINE.** The new Marigold—the flower Novely sensation for 1936. From the Land of Dixie to your garden, comes this most beautiful Marigold, larger than any other, with florets measuring as much as 2 inches across, a dainty mixed variety. Pkt., 15c.


**THE New Nasturtiums**

**DOUBLE SCARLET GLEAM.** (All-America 1933) Gold Medal winner of all the Nasturtiums. When well grown it appears a complete double. The most intense dazzling red color one could imagine in a flower, as bright a red as Scarlet Sage. Pkt., 10c.

**DOUBLE GLEAM HYBRIDS.** (Award of Merit). Fine, large, well-scented, double-scented flowers of the same type as Golden Gleam, in an evenly assorted blend of glorious brilliant shades of salmon, golden yellow, orange-scarlet, cerise, cream, yellow, maroon, and various combinations. Pkt., 10c.

**DOUBLE GOLDEN GLEAM.** Few new flowers have been received with as much favor everywhere as this new double sweet-scented golden yellow Nasturtium. As easy to grow as the common kinds. Large perfectly formed blooms in a charming color range including exquisite shades of pink, rose, salmon, apricot, bronze, orange, light and deep yellow, scarlet, crimson, and white. Pkt., 15c.

**ORANGE GLEAM.** A new selection out of the double scented Gleam Hybrids. Very large, uniformly double and extremely free flowering, with a color that is entirely new in Nasturtiums—a deep glowing golden orange, with a deeper shading at the throat. Pkt., 15c.

**AUSTRIAN HYBRIDS.** One of the most sensational flower introductions of the season is this new dainty little Austrian Nasturtium. Pkt., 15c. Special Pkt., 25c.

**RusT-PROOF STRAINS.** University of California Rust-proof Strains. Rust-proof Strains of Snapdragons in a fine range of colors. An immense white, with florets measuring as much as 2 inches across. The outstanding white Larkspur of a decade. Pkt., 15c.

**The New Wilt-Resistant Asters**

Our Aster Seed Offered is All From Wilt-Resistant Strains

**GOLDEN SHEAF.** A clear, pure salmon-pink, blending to a rich golden salmon at the center. Of the feathery Giant Comet type. The deepest yellow Aster yet offered and the only one that is wilt-resistant. Pkt., 15c.

**BLUE FLAME.** (Bodger). A bright navy blue, distinct from any other dark blue or purple Aster now offered on the Giant Branching Comet class. Large gorgeous type. Pkt., 15c.

**HEART OF FRANCE.** We can now offer this most loved of all rich dark red Asters in a wilt-resistant strain of the very choiceest growing. The best pure red. Pkt., 15c.

**SUPER GIANT, Los Angeles.** A special mention Aster A. A. S. '36. Many report this year this Aster as the finest Aster on the market. In color it is a strong tinct from any other dark blue or purple Aster now offered on the Giant Branching Comet class. Large gorgeous type. Pkt., 15c.

**SUPER GIANT, El Monte.** A special mention Aster A. A. S. '36. This is one of the finest Asters offered, of the Giant Branching Comet class. Large gorgeous type. Pkt., 15c.

**ANTIRRHHINUM.** New Wilt-Resistant Asters. A clear, pure salmon-pink, blending to a rich golden salmon at the center. Of the feathery Giant Comet type. The deepest yellow Aster yet offered and the only one that is wilt-resistant. Pkt., 15c.

**RUST-PROOF STRAINS.** University of California Rust-proof Strains. Rust-proof Strains of Snapdragons in a fine range of colors. Pkt., 15c.

**RUST-PROOF STRAINS.** (Bodger). An improved selection of a 75% true rust-resistant strain with a full range covering a fine range of colors. Pkt., 15c.

**Calendula**

**DOUBLE ORANGE SUNSHINE.** (New). In this orange variety we have the same flower form and dainty incurved petals as we have in Golden Sunshine, or Calendula Chrysanthemum. In fact it is the same beautiful flower except in color which is a clear light orange. Pkt., 25c.

**ORANGE SHAGGY.** (All-America Gold Medal 1934). A distinct break in Calendulas. Petals long and deeply fringed. Row after row of these fringed petals overlap each other in a somewhat regular manner and build up and give the bloom the shaggy appearance of a Chrysanthemum. The color is a delightful two-tone deep orange, shading lighter at center. Pkt., 15c.

**Cosmos**

**SENSATION.** (A. M. A. A. S. '36). This Cosmos, the seed of which we sent out two years ago, is coming into its own. By careful selection it is coming more true each passing year. Some of the plants still give ordinary sized blooms but the majority are now the great large 4- to 6-inch blooms for which it is noted. Pkt., 15c.

**EARLY KLYONDKYE ORANGE FLARE.** The judges (1934 All-America Selections) unanimously awarded this grand new flower, Grand Champion Gold Medal for the season, the most enormous flower of the year. Stems long and wary hold the vivid orange flowers far above the foliage, giving the plant a mass of color. In full bloom four months after planting. Pkt., 15c.

**Cosmos, Sensation**
Choice Annual and Perennial Flower Seed

NEW WILT-RESISTANT ASTERS

FALL OSTRICH FEATHER ASTERS. (Wilt-Resistant). We consider this the finest of all the Comet or Ostrich Feather Asters. The flowers have long stems bearing full, fluffy flowers. Plants robust, branching, about 2½ feet tall, the finest mixture on the market. All colors. Pkt., 10c.

IMPROVED CREGO ASTERS. (Wilt-Resistant). This fine Aster grows about 2½ feet tall, is well branched, and is covered with fluffy, graceful flowers, which resemble chrysanthemums. Generally about 3 inches in diameter. All colors in the highest quality mixture. Pkt., 10c.

AMERICAN BRANCHING ASTERS. (Wilt-Resistant). These Asters grow to 2½ to 3 feet, are branching, robust, with large flowers of fine form. This mixture contains some of the very best sorts that money could buy. Pkt., 10c.

GIANT CALIFORNIA SUNSHINE ASTER. (Wilt Resistant). This IMPROVED CREGO ASTERS. C. Bears an abundance of small white, double flowers, all summer, on plants 2 feet tall. Pkt., 10c; large pkt., 25c.

A CHAILLEA - MILFOIL; YARROW (p)

THE PEARL. C. Bears an abundance of small white, double flowers, all summer, on plants 3 feet tall. Pkt., 20c; 1½ oz., 50c.

AGERATUM (q)

One of the best bedding plants, constituting a blanket of bloom from early summer until frost.

BLUE BALSA. Deep emerald-blue. Flowers are not liable to be spoiled by the sun or the rain. Fine for cutting. Pkt., 10c; large pkt., 25c.


ALYSSUM (a)

One of the finest low-growing flowering plants for use as a border plant. Makes a quick growth and is useful as a border plant. Makes a quick growth and is very popular. They come on long stems three feet high, with enormous blooms 6 inches in diameter. The flowers are single with a large cushion center of a color contrasting sharply with the outside colors in brilliant pink, rose, blue and lavender. Pkt., 20c.

GIANT CALIFORNIA SUNSHINE ASTER. Apple-blossom-pink; beautiful shade. Pkt., 20c.

AQUILEGIA; CRIMSON STAR

One of the easiest and most beautiful of the perennials to grow. Seed can be sown in the open ground from spring until late fall.

ALPINA. A beautiful rich blue variety that is much used in rock garden work. Pkt., 15c; ½ oz., 50c.

COERULOS. (Rocky Mountain Columbine). Blue spats, white corolla. April to July. 1½ to 1½ feet; Pkt., 25c.

LONG-SPURRED Sorts

CHRYSANTHA. (Golden Soufflé). Golden yellow flowers, 4 to 5 inches tall, rich yellow spurs. Pkt., 10c; large pkt., 25c.

CRIMSON STAR. Here is one of the very choice things that can be found in the Columbine. The long spurs and the wide sepals are a rich crimson, surrounding an inner cup of creamy yellow, very rich when planted alone in a chum. Pkt., 25c; special pkt., 75c.

MRS. SCOTT ELLIOTT. An exceptionally fine strain of long-spurred Columbine in finest balanced mixture. Many shades of rose, yellow, cream, pink, blue, etc.

DOBBIE'S HYBRIDS. The great strain from England. Noted for their extra long spurs, the preponderance of dark shades in the color range and the very large open bells. Price of any of above Long-spurred Columbine, unless otherwise stated: Pkt., 25c; ½ oz., 1½ oz.; 1 oz., 1½ oz.; 2 oz., 1½ oz.

ARMERIA - SEA PINK (p)


AERITIETA - RAINBOW ROCK CRESS (p)

DELTOIDEA. R. Forest green dwarf spreading plants in purple, blue, and lilac. Blooms during April and May. 6 inches tall. Pkt., 15c; ½ oz., 1½ oz.; 1 oz., 1½ oz.; 2 oz., 1½ oz.

BALSAM, DOUBLE - LADY SLIPPER (p)

These are good soil, and water or cultivate well, and this flower will reward one with large, double, brilliantly colored flowers, borne all along the stem like little Hollyhocks on plants about 2½ feet high. Best results come where seeds are grown indoors.

CAMELLIA-FLOWERED FINEST MIXED. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 30c.

MOTHER TALE MIXED. A careful blending of many different types, shades and colors. All of the best. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 30c.

AMERICA - SEAPINK. Pkt., 10c; large pkt., 25c.

CRISPY - RUSSIAN BELL. This is the finest new flower that came out in 1933. Grows to 20 inches high, and bears large, golden yellow bell-shaped blooms that look like great big chrysanthemums. Everybody will like it. Large pkt., 25c; special pkt., 75c.

GIANT DOUBLE MIXED. A careful blending of many different types, shades and colors. All of the best. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 30c.

A pkt. each of the 7 different named Calendulas (value 85c), for 75c.

CALSOPSIS (a)

(Amendulat). Wonderfully brilliant rich flowers in yellow and brown. Sow seed where it is to remain.

CORON TALL MIXED. A very choice mixture of tall varieties in two-color effects. All with long stems and fine for cutting. Single.

CRINUM KING. A splendid showy mixture, very showy in the garden and as cut flowers.

DAZZLER. Beautiful golden yellow, with a deep rich maroon center.

THE SULTAN. Rich maroon-crimson.

BICOLOR DWARF MIXED. A wonderful mixture of the dwarf Crinum Flower, fine for bedding. Except Dazzler, any of above: Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 30c.

HARDY CAMPA NULA (b)

CARRATICA (Harebell). Splendid for edging, rock work or for the dwarf border. Continuously in bloom from June to October. Clear blue, 6 inches high. Pkt., 10c.

CAMPANULA CALYCANTHEMA (p)

A splendid mixture in doubles covering all colors and shades; dark blue, light blue, white, etc.

SINGLE CAMPANULA BELL. (Campsian 'Medium') Large bell-shaped blooms during May and June. Very long stems and fine for cutting. Single.

DOUBLE CAMPANULA BELL. Finest mixture, all double. Pkt., 10c; large pkt., 25c.

ROTONDIOFOLIA (Blue Bells of Scotland). Bright purple-blue flowers, growing in spikes from 3 to 5 feet high. Pkt., 25c.

CANDYTUFT (a)

GIANT HYACINTH FLOWERED. Grows about 18 inches high. Each branch is terminated by an immense spike of large pure white flowers. Fine for cutting and makes a wonderful bed or border. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 30c.

UMBELLATA. The finest mixture in Candytufts in colors covering carnation, camomile-rose, crimson, pure white, flesh-pink, lavender, and rosy red. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 30c.
CARNATIONS (a and p)

CHABAUD'S ENFANT DE NICE. A. A magnificent strain of this finest of all Annual Carnations. The flowers are 2 to 3 inches in diameter, borne on long, strong stems. Deep red, salmon, white, in best obtainable mixture. Pkt., 25c; 1/16 oz., $1.00.


MARGUERITE CARNATIONS. A. A very showy type of annual Carnation, 12 to 15 inches tall. They carry a wealth of large double blooms for 6½ months across, in complete range of wonderful colors.

CARNATION, GRENADINE. P. The Grenadin Car' to frost. Striking ornaments in the garden and good as cut flowers. A fine large, pure crimson, maroon.

CHABAUD'S ENFANT DE NICE. Pkt., 15c; 1/16 oz., 30c.

CELAIO - COCKSCOMB (a)

A very colorful plant terminating in large, silky plumes or in great showy combs. Comes in shades of red and yellow and the flowers last from midsummer to frost. Striking ornaments in the garden and good as cut flowers.

CRESTED COCKSCOMB (Cristata). Very striking, showy heads of combs which look as if made of red or yellow paper. Very ornamental on the plant and easily dried for winter bouquets.

DWARF MIXED. Finest mixture of many fine shades of crimson, purple, rose, red, yellow and orange.

TALL MIXED. The mixture of tall varieties in same fine assortment of colors as found in the dwarfs.

PLUMOSA (Feathercockcomb). Very fine for planting in large beds or groups where they are very showy and striking right up to frost. Finest mixture of all the best colors.

CHILDII (Chinese Woolflower). An exceptionally fine type named after its resemblance to a great ball of colored wool. Splendid for borders, beds and cutting. Finest mixed.

CENTAUREA (a)

A most popular annual. Easy to grow. Makes a wonderful display of color in the garden and gives lots of cut flowers with long stems that last a long time. We have a wonderful strain: All double. Blue Lacedera White

Lawrence Red

Maroon Rose-Pink

Any of above, Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 35c.


Yellow (Suvedeckta). Wonderful rich yellow blooms on long stems. Pkt., 15c.

Giant Sweet Sultans Mixed. This mixture covers all the colors of the giant-flowered type. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 25c.

CHRYSANTHEMUM (a and hp)

The annual Chrysanthemum or Painted Daisies are very striking flowers that should be more commonly grown. They are easy to grow, are showy in the garden and supply quantities of cut flowers. They grow about 2½ feet high with long stems.

SINGLE MIXED (Painted Daisy). This is as fine a mixture as can be made up of many named kinds, will make a great display in the garden and furnish cut flowers. Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 25c.


SHASTA DAISY, ALASKA. P. Extremely hardy perennial of the easiest culture. Fine for borders and cut flowers. Does best in most locations. Large, glistening, pure white Marguerite-like flowers with small yellow centers. June and July. Pkt., 15c; ½ oz., 40c.

SHASTA DAISY, CONQUEROR. P. Extra large, very showy white flowers. Blooms often measure over 5 inches in diameter. Pkt., 15c; ½ oz., 40c.

CLARKIA (a)

A beautiful early autumn annual that comes in many colors. Grows 12 to 18 inches high. Fine as borders, hanging baskets, or vases. Good cut flower. Pink, white, scarlet, orange, purple. Many named sorts.

In separate colors or in all these colors mixed. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 25c.

COREOPSIS GRANDIFLORA (p)

Rich yellow perennial all summer long. LANCEOLATA. Large golden yellow flowers simply cover the plant. Pkt., 10c.

MAYFIELD GIANT. A splendid new Australian variety. Beautiful yellow flowers. A great improvement over the old types. Pkt., 15c.

DOUBLE YELLOW. Very showy, large, double yellow flowers. Pkt., 15c.

COOS A (a)

A beautiful mixture of tall varieties in white, pink and red. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 20c.

Single Crimson Single White

Single Pink Single Mixed

Any of above, Pkt., 10c; 1 pkt. each, 30c; ¼ oz., 20c.

EXTRA EARLY DOUBLE CRESTED. About 60 per cent of the flowers come double from seed. Wonderful cut flower. In best mixture. Pkt., 15c; ½ oz., 75c.

CYNOGLOSSUM (a)

Beautiful, tall growing, all summer and autumn blooming plants. They produce a world of most attractiv' es. They work out as cut flowers for decorative work. We offer the true early mammoth single type for early blooming.

AMARILLE (Chinese Forget-Me-Not). A beautiful new annual Forget-Me-Not and is covered all summer with beautiful blue flowers. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 75c.

DAHLIAS (a)

DOUBLE DECORATIVE. This Dahlia seed is gathered from the finest of the standard double Dahlias. Plant the seed early indoors and transplant to garden when danger of frost is over. Plants will bloom first year. We are fully as good as any' kind. Our Delphinium seed is of as good strains as can be procured any' where in the world.

WRENTHAM STRAIN. This is the famous Hollyhock strain, bearing 5 to 6 inches of shades in the very finest in Delphiniums. A strain noted for its im. mensely popular and famous of the largest size and of the most exquisite colorings. Pkt., 25c; 1/16 oz., $1.00; ½ oz., $1.50.

WAGNER STRAIN. This fine strain of Delphinium we have carried in our fields now for almost ten years and we find among it some of the finest speci' mens we have ever had. Fully the equal of any strain in the world. Pkt., 25c; 1/16 oz., $1.00; ½ oz., $1.50.

BELLADONNA. An open, airy, artistic, single flower in a light blue that is very much in demand for bouquet trimming. Pkt., 10c.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON. This is probably the most famous strain of Delphinium in the world. This seed, which goes into these packets, is import' ed from England direct from the originator. Their Gold Medal strain. Large pkt. $1.00.

DIANTHUS - PINKS

HEDDEWIGI (Japanese). Large, double blooms in shades of lilac, crimson, purple, etc., with fringed white edges. Fine mixed. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 25c.

Fireball. An intense crimson.

Mourning Cloak. Black-marrow bordered white.

Violet Queen. Rich violet.

DIADEM PINKS. Finest mixed, many colors.

IMPERIAL PINKS. Fine mixed, many colors. Any above: Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 25c; 1 pkt. each 5ks, 45c.

SINGLE HEDDEWIGI (Japanese). Large, very double blooms of a great array of brilliant colors. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 25c.

SWET WIVESFELD. This hardy Dianthus resem' bles an extra large flowering Sweet William. It comes largely in reds, pinks, and crimsons, and its large flowers are held well above the foliage in bold, graceful heads. A great improvement over the older sorts. Pkt., 15c; ½ oz., 30c.

ROCK GARDEN PINKS (p)

ALLWOODI ALPINUS. Comes about 65 per cent double. Beautiful range of colors. Pkt., 25c; 1/3 oz., 1.00.

CAESIU (Cheddar Pink). Bright pink, fine flower. Pkt., 15c; ½ oz., 40c.

CRUENTUS. Very dark crimson, in clusters, fine border variety. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 30c.

CYCLOPS. Very dark crimson, in clusters, fine border variety. Pkt., 10c; ½ oz., 30c.

DELTOIDES (Maiden Pink). Deep rose. 8 inches. Pkt., 15c; ½ oz., 40c.
**DIGITALIS - FOGKLOVE (p)**

**SHIRLEY HYBRIDS MIXED.** Long spikes often 6 to 7 feet tall with large bells in many gay colors. Some clear and others with spotted throats. This is the finest strain of Foxglove to be had. Pkt., 15c; 1 oz., 45c.

**DIMPOTHOTHeca (a)**

(African Golden Daisy). Beautiful flowers from South Africa with lots of color, ranging from white, through golden, orange, sulphur-yellow and lemon. Bloom from early summer until frost. Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 40c.

**ESCHSCHOLTZIA - CALIFORNIA POPPY (a)**

**FINEST MIXTURE (Dwarf Erect Varieties).** The California Poppy is one of the most brilliant of all our flowers. It works wonderfully well into beds of the separate colors or in mixture and as a cut flower it is very fine. Now in early spring where you want them to stand as they will not transplant. Thin to 6 inches apart. Brilliant mixture, rich in crimson, pink, and orange-scarlet shades. Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 40c.

**RAMONA STRAIN.** An entirely new compact and erect strain with flowers beautifully frilled and in many colors. Pkt., 15c; 1/4 oz., 40c.

**FUCHSIA**

**DOUBLE AND SINGLE MIXED.** A very beautiful house plant. Interesting to grow from seed. By doing one will get some beautiful new varieties no one else has. Pkt., 25 seeds, 30c; 100 seeds, 1.00.

**GAILLARDIA GRANDIFLORA (p)**

**THE DAZZLER.** Intense maroon-red and golden yellow. Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 25c.


**GRANDIFLORA SUPERBA.** A choice mixture of perennial Gaillardia in a complete range of colors. Pkt., 15c; 1/4 oz., 40c.

**GALANDIAR PICTA - BLANKET FLOWER (p)**

**DOUBLE FLOWERING MIXED.** (Lorentziana). (Blanket Flower). Very showy annuals remarkable for their brilliancy of colors. Splendid for bedding or covering the ground. Pkt., 10c; oz., 25c.

**GERBERA - TRANSVAAL DAISY**

**NEW GIANT HYBRIDS MIXED.** Large Daisy-like flowers with small yellow centers. Comes in many shades of yellow, orange, red, pink, rose, and coral. Pkt., 25 seeds, 25c; 100 seeds, 75c.

**GODETIA (a)**

Godeia are very pretty flowers with azalea-like blossoms that come in many colors. They are coming more and more into use every year. Bloom profusely during the fall. They do best in a poor soil. Pkt., 10c; 1 oz., 25c.

**GLOXINA.** Blood-red.

**ROSE.** Deep rose.

**FLAMINGO.** Crimson-scarlet.

**DUCHESS OF ALBANY.** White.

**DUKE OF YORK.** White on scarlet.

**TALL FINEST MIXED.** Pkt., 10c; 1 oz., 25c.

Any of above, pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 25c; 1 pkt. each the 5 colors, 40c.

**HEUCHERA - CORALBELLS (p)**

**Dainty pink or coral bells carried in great clusters well above the foliage on long graceful slender stems. One can hardly be without this in the perennial garden. So much used to trim borders with. Pkt., 25c; 1 oz., 16c, 80c.

**HOLLYHOCKS**

Hollyhocks do best when the soil is soon just where the plants are to remain if possible, Sow seed broadcast scattered so the seeds fall from 3 to 4 inches apart. Cover one-half inch deep. Don't disturb plants and they will grow strong and more thrifty if transplanted and next season will make great strong plants covered with bloom.

**DOUBL FLOWERING.** This is the finest strain of double Hollyhocks obtainable.

**Crimson**

**Sulphur-Rose**

**Maroon**

**Scarlet**

**White**

**Rose**

**Yellow**

Any of these separate colors: Pkt., 10c; 1/2 oz., 35c; 1 oz., 60c.

**DOUBLED MIXED.** All the above separate colors blended in one beautiful mixture. Pkt., 10c; oz., 45c; 4 oz., 90c.

**SINGLE MIXED.** Wonderful combination of both intensely brilliant annual and also the softer shades. Pkt., 10c; 1 oz., 25c; oz., 80c.

**HUNNEMANNA FUMARIAEFOILIA**

**SUNLITE.** Award of Merit All-America winner 1934. This is the attractive semi-double form of the well-known Mexican Tulip Poppy. Beautiful semi-double yellow flowers borne on 24" stems. Blooms from July to frost. Pkt., 25c.

**IPOMOEA - MOONFLOWERS; MORNING GLORIES**

Annual climbing vines that will rapidly cover the walls, trellises, unsightly stumps, arbors, etc., and make of them things of wondrous beauty.

**CARDINAL CLIMBER.** A beautiful climber with bright scarlet blooms. Pkt., 15c.

**HEAVENLY BLUE IMPROVED (Blue Moonflower).** Deepest blue than Heavenly Blue. Starts blooming as vine is small and blooms all summer. This is for the north. Pkt., 20c; 1/2 oz., 60c.

This is the early blooming Heavenly Blue. Our pilot trial to bloom when about 3 feet high and from then on through all the terrible drought and the most intense period of heat we ever experienced, every morning until frost these vines were not loaded with beautiful great blooms 4 to 5 inches in diameter. Pkt., 20c; 1 oz., 60c.

**CLARK'S MAMMOTH BLUE MORNING GLORY.** An early flowering strain which is extremely popular over the whole country. Pkt., 15c; 1/2 oz., 60c.

**GFTANT PINK.** Thorpe deep red, shading to pink. Pkt., 10c; 1/2 oz., 25c.

**IMPERIAL JAPANESE.** A great improvement over the China Mornfowers. Come in many shades and brilliant colors. The foliage is unusually large and attractive. Pkt., 10c; oz., 25c.

**BONA NOX.** The blue Moonflower of the North. Wonderful great lavender-blue flowers. Thorpe deep red; bloom all summer. Pkt., 10c.

**ROSE MARIE.** (New). Early free-flowering double Morning Glory. Flowers a beautiful shade of deep rose. Some semi-double, some full double. Pkt., 10c; 1/2 oz., 40c.

**WHITE MOONFLOWER.** Vines covered every evening and on cloudy days with large pure white flowers. Start the seed inside. Pkt., 10c; 1/2 oz., 40c.

**LARKSPUR (GIANT IMPERIAL TYPE)**

Tall, upright, compact basal branching in habit. The Giant Impars have superseded all other types of Larkspur for florists and general garden use. Stems often 4 to 6 feet high, 1 1/2 inches in diameter. Pkt., 15c; oz., 25c.

**BLUE BELL (Bodgcr).** Azure-blue. (S.M., A.A.S./34).

**BLUE SPIRE.** A deep oxford-blue. Pkt., 10c; 1/2 oz., 60c.

**CARMEKING.** A rich red on salmon. Pkt., 10c; oz., 25c.

**DAZZLER.** (New) Rich scarlet.

**PEACH BLOSSOM.** Peach pink.

**WHITE SPIRE.** Dazzling pure white.

**FANCY MIX.** A choice mixture. Any above, pkt., 10c; oz., 25c.

**LILIES (p)**

Lilies can be grown very easily from seed. Most kinds bloom the second year, but Formosanum, if seed is sown early, will bloom in its first year.

**PHILIPPINENSE FORMOSANUM.** Long, white, trumpet-shaped flowers marked reddish brown. Sow early.

**REGALE.** Very easy to grow from seed. Sow in spring or fall.

**TENOPHOLUM (Colur Lily).** Deep scarlet. Very easy to grow from seed.

Any of above, pkt., 25c; 3 for 60c.
MARIGOLDS, FRENCH (a)

The dwarf French Marigolds are entirely different from the African. The plants are dwarfer, growing about 12 inches high and are used mainly for borders or edging, and the flowers much smaller and more refined.

ROBERT BEET. Large dark maroon.

SPOTTED. Yellow spotted brown.

STRIPE. On yellow base.

SPECIAL MIXED. All colors

Any above: Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 20c.


MARVEL OF PERU - FOUR O'CLOCK (a)

One of the old flowers much improved. Nice to plant individually or as a hedge. Covered all over in the afternoon with many bright colors. Grown as a hedge it is wonderful.

TALL. All colors mixed. Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 20c.

DWARF. All colors mixed. Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 20c.

MALLOW MARVELS (a)

Thrifty fast growing perennials to a height of 3 to 6 feet. Covered with large, luxuriant leaves, and great deep bell-shaped flowers 6 to 10 inches across. This is one of the most striking of all perennials. Colors white, pink, rose, white with red eye, and red. Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 30c.

MIGNONETTE (a)

Because of its sweet odor no garden is complete without this little flower. Should be planted in different parts of the garden so that its sweet perfume pervades the entire garden.

GIANT WHITE. The best white.

GIGANTIC PYRAMIDALIS. Giant red spikes.

ODORATA GRANDIFLORA. The old-fashioned variety, a favorite wherever flowers are grown. Very sweet-scented.

MACHER. 17 inches. An everbloomer, the flowers last until late fall. Fine for both outdoor or indoor work.

Golden Goliath. True gold color.

Goliath Red. Large, intense red spikes.

Special Mixed. Many kinds in very finest mixed. All large flowers.

Any above: Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 25c.

MYOSOTIS - FORGET-ME-NOT (b)

APESTRIS. Beautiful little blue flowers that come early in the summer. Fine to plant about the base of trees in shady, moist places and among rocks.

Blue. Best of its color.

Mixed. Finest and choicest shades in a fine mixture.

Each Pkt., 10c; 1/32 oz., 25c.

NASTURTIUM (a)

TALL MIXED. We have an unusually fine mixture of the tall varieties containing the best colors very carefully chosen. This is the Nasturtium for growing on terraces, fences, etc. Range of colors is very wide. Pkt., 10c oz., 25c.

SPECIAL CHOICE AND DWARF. A mixture of all choice sorts in various colors where the leaves are waved. A splendid mixture in beautiful shades. Pkt., 10c.; 1/16 oz., 25c.

FINEST DOWR MIXED. All types, varieties and colors in a dwarf variety. Pkt., 10c.; 1/16 oz., 25c.

NEMESIA (a)

1 foot. A wonderful low growing annual for border beds. Comes in the most gorgeous and varied coloring of any flower. Of all the new flowers seen last year this impressed us the most. Comes in yellow, blue, purple, and crimson. Suitable for English strain in best mixture. Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 30c.

NEPETA MACRANtha (b)

Near little spreading bushy plants with catnip-like leaves and blossoms. Very pretty for wide edging, for individual plants, for the rockery. Violet flowers, 2 inches high. Both foliage and flowers are sweet scented. Pkt., 15c; 1/16 oz., 40c.

NIGELLA - LOVE-IN-A-MIST (a)

A showy, profuse bloomer growing about 2 1/2 feet tall, that is covered all over in the morning with lovely blue-like white flowers. Scatter plants all about the garden. Blossoms open towards evening, filling the whole garden with wonderful perfume. Pkt., 10c.

RED SHADES. Same as above but deep red. Pkt., 10c.

PANSY (p)

To have good Pansies one must be very careful in the seed they use. We have been very careful in the selection of our strains to look for flowers of the largest size, of the most brilliant colors, and with long stems. There is no better seed.

ENGELMANN'S SPECIAL. (Special Strain). The last word in Pansies. Blossoms of great size in the most clear and brilliant colors. Dark and light shades. This is the equal of any mixture in the world. Pkt., 35c; 1/16 oz., 81c.

ROGGIE'S GIANTS OR SWISS GIANTS. A strain noted for the great size of the blooms and the richness of the colors. Long stems and giant blooms. Pkt., 25c; 1/16 oz., 81c.

BRAND'S SUPERB MIXTURE. A low price mixture that carries a wonderful range of big Pansies in many rich colors. Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 25c.

PANSY (p)

PETUNIAS (a)

Petunias are truly the glory of the flower garden. They will thrive in almost any soil and through almost all kinds of weather. All through the intense heat of last summer, our Petunia beds were one blaze of bloom. From the time they first bloom up to killing frost they seem to bloom heavier and heavier as the days pass, throughout the entire summer. Every year we plant thousands of the different Petunias about our office grounds and it is truly a glorious sight to see.

Balcony Petunias


CORNFLOWER BLUE. (New). A very fine rich cornflower blue.

Either above: Pkt., 25c; 1/12 oz., 50c.

BALCONY BLUE. A splendid deep blue or rich violet color. Pkt., 25c; 1/32 oz., 10c.

BALCONY RED. A deep rich crimson. Very striking.

BALCONY ROSE. A deep rich rose. Beautiful in color.

STAR OF CALIFORNIA. A new Balcony Petunia. Velvety maroon to a rich dark crimson center studded with five white blotches. Beautiful effect.

WHITE. (A.M.R.H.S., 35). A splendid clear rich white.

Any of the above: Pkt., 15c; 1/32 oz., 45c.

FINEST MIXED BALCONIES. Fine mixture of the best Balcony colors. Pkt., 15c; 1/16 oz., 60c; 1/4 oz., 81c.
PLATYCodon - Balloon Flower (p)

GRANDIFLORA BLUE. A very hardy perennial that grows about two feet high. Plants are covered with rich golden yellow flowers. Large, well formed, attractive blossoms. Pkt., 15c.

PHLOX DRUMMONDI (q)

This beautiful annual Phlox, brightest in color of all flowers. Highly recommended. A perfect mixture. Pkt., 15c.

THEODOSIA.

Largest, darkest and best velvety purples. Pkt., 10c; 1/16 oz., 30c; 1/4 oz., 75c.

Giant Petunias

(Standard or Double)

DAINTY LADY. A pink petunia. Pkt., 15c.

TALL DOUBLE COLONIAL VARIETIES. All these Poppies are tall, with large, very showy fringed blossoms.

1. Red.
2. Scarlet.
3. Orange.
4. Yellow.
5. Mixed.

Finest Mixed. Any one pkt. 10c; oz., 30c. One pkt. each 5 sorts, 45c.

AMERICAN FLAG. A very showy trailing annual. Pkt., 10c; 1/16 oz., 30c.

SHIRLEY Poppies (a)

DOUBLE QUEEN. New and far more brilliant. A beautiful double Shirley mixture. Pkt., 15c; 1/2 oz., 55c.

SHIRLEY SINGLE. A very artistic strain of Poppies. Single Pkt., 10c; oz., 30c.

AMERICAN LEGION. Brilliant scarlet with white centers.

PINCROC. A dainty Shirley, white, delicately edged pink.

WILD ROSE. Plant alone makes a beautiful border. Pkt., 10c; oz., 30c.

FINEST MIXTURE. All shades of single Shirley's in a grand mixture.

Any above Shirley Poppies Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 25c.

ICELAND Poppies (NUDICAULE) (a)

SANDFORD GIANTS. A new strain of large size. Pkt., 10c; oz., 30c.

FINEST MIXTURE. Any above Shirley Poppies Pkt., 10c; 1/4 oz., 25c.

ORIENTAL Poppies

The Oriental Poppies are very easy to grow from seed. Pkt., 10c; oz., 30c.
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ANETHOIDES HYBRIDS. Comes from South Africa.

LATHIFLORA. Perennial, should be in every garden and rockery. Long 3-foot stems covered with a multitude of small blue blooms. Fine for tiny border bouquets and much used for winter bouquets. Pkt., 10c; ¼ oz., 60c.

SINUATA. It has become very popular to be used with other everlasting flowers for the making up of winter bouquets. The seed comes in the dried flower heads. Store warm. Pull the flower heads apart as much as possible, in planting. Many sorts in choice mixed. Pkt., 10c; ¼ oz., 25c.

STOCKS

DWARF TEN WEEKS: This is the Stock always used for bedding purposes, 12 to 15 inches high and comes into bloom before the other types. Our mixture of this is the finest obtainable. Finest mixed, all colors. Pkt., 10c; ¼ oz., 50c.

LATE FLOWERING SPENCERS. It has become very popular to be used for other flowers. Blooms heavily during late summer and into early fall. Pkt., 25c; 1¼ oz., 75c.

STATICE - GREAT SEA LAVENDER

LATIFOLIA. Perennial, should be in every garden and rockery. Long 3-foot stems covered with a multitude of small blue blooms. Fine for tiny border bouquets and much used for winter bouquets. Pkt., 10c; ¼ oz., 60c.

SINUATA. It has become very popular to be used with other everlasting flowers for the making up of winter bouquets. The seed comes in the dried flower heads. Store warm. Pull the flower heads apart as much as possible, in planting. Many sorts in choice mixed. Pkt., 10c; ¼ oz., 25c.

DHALIA - FLOWERED MIXTURE. Here is the wonderful mixture of all Dalia-Flowered Zinnias in just the right blend. Pkt., 10c; ¼ oz., 30c; ¼ oz., 50c.

Bodger’s Mammoth Californio Giant Zinnias

Giant are taller than the Dalia-Flowered, standing 3 to 4 feet, with long stems which make them fine for cutting. Flowers are of the most intense colors. Best to sow inside and transplant later to the open ground.

DHALIA-BLOOMED MIXTURE. This is a splendid mixture of years’ chosen Dalia-Flowered Zinnias. Pkt., 10c; ¼ oz., 50c.

ZINNIAS

Our Zinnia seed is grown for us by the greatest growers of Zinnia seed in the world. There is no better Zinnia seed to be procured anywhere, we do not care to grow Zinnias ourselves. We pride ourselves in handling only the very best. We keep our varieties pure and do not grow any Zinnia which does not give desirous Zinnias to try our seed.

Bodger’s Gold Medal Stain Dhalia-Flowered Zinnias

Our seed of this unusually popular flower comes direct from the introducers which guarantees its absolute high quality. These are the largest and best Zinnias which can be purchased.

Bodger’s Latest Development in Dahlia-Flowered Zinnias

The Last Word in Zinnias

Bodger’s newest development in Dahlia-Flowered Zinnias

CROWN O’ GOLD STRAIN

DESERT GOLD. A doubled gold and yellow of the finest and most useful of all colors. 2½ to 3 ft. high, with blooms 6 inches in diameter. Pkt., 25c.

DESERT GOLD MIXTURE. Includes old rose, cream, yellow, carmine-red, pink and lavender. This is the most down to date collection of Zinnia colors obtainable. Last year as soon as our Tulips in front of the office faded, we planted seed of this mixture and had the most admired bed of Zinnias ever seen. Pkt., 15c; ½ oz., 40c.
OKA CHERRY

From Prof. Hansen, the Plant Wizard of South Dakota

The trees are perfectly hardy in North and South Dakota, Wisconsin, North Michigan, and all over Minnesota, wherever the hardy fruits can be grown.

The trees begin to bear as two year olds right in the nursery rows and properly fertilized will bear heavy crops every year. The fruit is round, averages 1 1/4 inch in diameter, is black on the outside with a rich juicy red-purple flesh that is very sweet.

The trees are small, so small in fact, that 6 or more can be grown in a back yard, interfering little with other things. Being a sand cherry hybrid it requires some other plum to fertilize its blossoms so that it will bear fruit.

OKA—The Best of All Hardy Sweet Cherries

All who have had the pleasure of eating this wonderful new plum-cherry hybrid are perfectly agreed that it's the sweetest and finest of all hardy cherries.

In 1932 Oka Cherry was the only new fruit added by the Minnesota State Horticultural Society to its fruit list for planting all over the state.

We find the Rocky Mountain Cherry best for this purpose. One Rocky Mountain Cherry should be purchased to go with each 6 Oka Cherry trees.

OKA Cherry Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 to 4 ft.</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>$3.70</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 to 5 ft.</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 to 6 ft.</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 to 6 ft. Select Specimen Trees $1.50 each; 2 or more $1.25.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHERRY

McDonald. A new and select strain of Rhubarb or Pieplant developed and sent out from the Experimental Station of the Dominion of Canada. McDonald is unusually high for a Rhubarb in sugar content which causes a great saving in sugar in its cooking. It is also an unusually fine flavored Rhubarb which makes it very desirable. McDonald does not go to seed which makes it possible to use over a long period of time. Makes a fine pink sauce of finest flavor. Strong roots, 75c each; 6 for $1.20, postpaid.

Ruby. Another fine Rhubarb from the Canadian Station. Ruby like McDonald is very high in sugar content, does not go to seed and is of exceptionally fine flavor but differs from that variety in color. McDonald is a green stemmed sort with a good deal of red veining running through it while Ruby is a deep rich red, the reddest of all Rhubarb. It makes a deep rich red sauce which is very beautiful and tasty. Strong roots 75c each; 6 for $1.20, postpaid.

NANKING CHERRY

(Prunus Tomentosa)

Something entirely new. A very ornamental spreading shrub or low growing tree (can be kept in either form), covered in early spring before the leaves appear with masses of bloom. Pink in bud, the tiny flowers open a pure white and the contrast between white petals and bright red calyx is very noticeable. The short-stemmed cherry-like fruit, a rich scarlet, ripens in June and is both good to eat and very decorative. It makes a beautiful shrub to plant where an early blooming large shrub is desired and it produces in abundance a crop of delicious fruit good to eat from the hand, that makes beautiful rich red jellies and jams, and a good wine.

Selected strain: 2-3 ft., 75c; 4 for $2.50.
POORMAN GOOSEBERRIES

A great improvement over the old varieties of gooseberries such as Downing, Houghton, Carry, etc. A thin-skinned and of best quality. Does best in heavy soils either clay or loam, but not good for sandy soils. Strong, 2-yr. No. 1 plants, 40c each; 3 for $1.00; 12 for $3.50. All postpaid.

Red Lake is a Greater Currant Than Perfection

Red Lake has all the good qualities of Perfection. It is a deep brilliant red, its bunch is as long as that of any and covered with the very largest sized berries; it is as prolific a bearer as the Pomona and for quality it has been the sweetest red currant that we have had. But it has one weak point, just one fault. The Perfection has a poor bush. The limbs are weak, they break down, and the bush goes all to pieces.

Red Lake is a new currant that comes from the Minnesota State Fruit Breeding Farm. It has been under test for many years at the farm and among nurseriesmen and fruit growers all over the country. It has given such good accounts of itself in so many different ways wherever grown as to bring about the naming of it at the farm. It was seedling No. 24 and is now named Red Lake.

Up to this time Perfection has been the standard of perfection in currants.

Perfection is a splendid red in color, its bunch is as long as that of any and covered with the very largest sized berries; it is as prolific a bearer as the Pomona and for quality it has been the sweetest red currant that we have had. But it has one weak point, just one fault. The Perfection has a poor bush. The limbs are weak, they break down, and the bush goes all to pieces.

Red Lake is strictly first class. Looks like a great big blue prune. Comes into bloom at same time as Splendid and good to plant with that variety as a fertilizer.

We have a private orchard of nearly 100 trees and here we plant all the new plums as they come out and to date we have never had a plum that for quality will compare with the Splendid.

The Splendid. We first offered the Splendid for sale in the spring of 1930. At that time we said that the Splendid was the finest plum we had ever eaten. We still say the same thing. We test out all the new plums as they come out as we are personally very fond of plums. In fact, we believe, the plum our favorite fruit.

Beautiful 5 to 6 ft. trees $1.50 each; 5 for $6.25; 10 for $10.00. Extra heavy No. 1 plants, 40c each; 3 for $1.00; 12 for $3.50. All postpaid.

New Hardy Plums of the Finest Quality

THE SPLENDID

The Splendid. A new chance seedling originated in southern Minnesota. Finest, rather upright growing tree. Fruit almost round, slightly larger at the base. Bright red, with numerous white spots, changing to deep, rich red as it becomes thoroughly ripe. Skin thin, pit small, fruit large, averaging 1 1/2 to 1 3/4 inches. Flesh firm, richly colored, mealy, and the flavor is truly splendid.

Extra heavy No. 1 plants, each 60c; 2 for $1.00; 5 for $2.25; 12 for $4.25. Extra heavy No. 1 yr. plants, each 30c; 3 for $1.35; 5 for $5.00.

Another Great Minnesota Plum

THE FIEBING

Originated by Chas. Harlan who sent out so many fine plums while he was Supt. of the Minnesota Fruit Breeding Station. Our trees of Fiebing in the orchard have been set for some years. Last year, they bore a fair crop but as last as they ripened the boys stole them and they didn’t ripen enough for us to get to see what they really were. But this year we had a big crop and were they fine! They are the first largest sized berries we have ever grown. They are a large oblong bush that will average up with large bengal currant. The color is a deep blue-black. Very juicy, small pit, flesh rich and dark, quality very fine. Not so good in quality as Splendid but still strictly first class. Looks like a great big blue prune. Comes into bloom at same time as Splendid and good to plant with that variety as a fertilizer. 4 to 5 ft. trees $1.25; 5 to 6 ft. trees $1.50; 5 for $6.75.
GOLDEN MUSCAT
The Best Grape That Can Be Grown in Eastern United States

The finest grape that can be grown in the eastern part of the United States. Another wonderful grape sent out by the New York Station. Of it they say: "Golden Muscat possesses the rich golden color of Diamond and the fine Muscat aroma of the European Muscat. For home use and the roadside market it is one of the best. The vine is vigorous, productive; the clusters are very large, tapering, single-shouldered, and compact; the berries are large, oval, juicy, tender, sweet, vinous, aromatic; season after Concord. This is the handsomest and best flavored grape grown in Eastern America."

Fine No. 1 Vines, $1.00 each; 6 for $5.00; 12 for $9.00.

Fredonia is a very large black grape of very fine quality. The vine is strong and hardy. The fruit is of very fine eating quality, as good as the Concord and three weeks earlier.

The best early grape grown.
21 days earlier than Concord.
Will ripen fine fruit in Minnesota.

Fine No. 1 Vines, 35c each; 5 for $1.50; 10 for $2.75
LILACS
AND OTHER
SPRING OFFERINGS

All cut out (loot any six All different I C
Your Choice
All Twelve 25.00

TWINGE GREAT LILACS

Twelve of just about as fine varieties as can be found. Each one a masterpiece. Any one of these would be a choice lilac in any collection. Strong 2 to 3 ft. plants.

CONDORCET. Single. A clear rich light blue. One of the best light blues.

EDITH CAPELL. Double. A glorious lacy creamy white. Immense panicles.

GEORGES BELLAIRE. Double. An unusually attractive bright pink of great size.

JACQUES CALOT. Single. One of the most pleasing and satisfactory of the rose-pinks.

MISS ELLEN WILLMOTT. Double. One of the very finest of all white Lilacs.

OLIVER DE SERRES. Double. A clear clean pleasing blue. An extra choice variety.

PRESIDENT POINCAIRE. Double. An immense purplish red turning to lavender-blue.

RUHN VON HORSTENSTEIN. Single. An even toned light red-purple with very long panicles.

STATZGARTNER ROTHLEZ. Double. A fine growing plant. A rich red.


VICTOR LEMOINE. Double. An outstanding blue-lavender suffused pink.

VIOLETTA. Double. One of the very darkest. A deep blue-violet.

BRAND PEONY FARMS, Box 408, FARIBAULT MINNESOTA